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ABSTRACT
Recent advances in processor speeds, mobile communications and battery life have
enabled computers to evolve from completely wired to completely mobile. In the most
extreme case, all nodes are mobile and communication takes place at available opportunities
– using both traditional communication infrastructure as well as the mobility of intermediate
nodes. These are mobile opportunistic networks.
Data communication in such networks is a difficult problem, because of the dynamic
underlying topology, the scarcity of network resources and the lack of global information.
Establishing end-to-end routes in such networks is usually not feasible. Instead a store-and-
carry forwarding paradigm is better suited for such networks. This dissertation describes
and analyzes algorithms for forwarding of messages in such networks.
In order to design effective forwarding algorithms for mobile opportunistic networks, we
start by first building an understanding of the set of all paths between nodes, which represent
the available opportunities for any forwarding algorithm. Relying on real measurements, we
enumerate paths between nodes and uncover what we refer to as the path explosion effect.
The term path explosion refers to the fact that the number of paths between a randomly
selected pair of nodes increases exponentially with time. We draw from the theory of
epidemics to model and explain the path explosion effect. This is the first contribution of
the thesis, and is a key observation that underlies subsequent results.
Our second contribution is the study of forwarding algorithms. For this, we rely on
trace driven simulations of different algorithms that span a range of design dimensions. We
compare the performance (success rate and average delay) of these algorithms. We make the
surprising observation that most algorithms we consider have roughly similar performance.
We explain this result in light of the path explosion phenomenon.
While the performance of most algorithms we studied was roughly the same, these
algorithms differed in terms of cost. This prompted us to focus on designing algorithms
with the explicit intent of reducing costs. For this, we cast the problem of forwarding as an
optimal stopping problem. Our third main contribution is the design of strategies based on
optimal stopping principles which we refer to as Delegation schemes. Our analysis shows
that using a delegation scheme reduces cost over naive forwarding by a factor of O(
√
N),
where N is the number of nodes in the network. We further validate this result on real
traces, where the cost reduction observed is even greater.
Our results so far include a key assumption, which is unbounded buffers on nodes. Next,
we relax this assumption, so that the problem shifts to one of prioritization of messages for
transmission and dropping. Our fourth contribution is the study of message prioritization
schemes, combined with forwarding. Our main result is that one achieves higher perfor-
mance by assigning higher priorities to young messages in the network. We again interpret
this result in light of the path explosion effect.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Mobile opportunistic networks (MONs) are networks where all available communication
opportunities are exploited. These opportunities include using conventional communication
technologies like the Internet, wireless technologies like cell-phone technology (GSM/CDMA)
as well as non-conventional means like exploiting the physical mobility of nodes to transfer
messages.
The celebrated result of Grossglauser and Tse [GT02] showed that incorporating physi-
cal mobility of nodes is indeed beneficial for wireless networks, leading to increase in network
capacity. In addition, the last decade has borne witness to the rapid and wide-scale prolifer-
ation of mobile hand held devices. With advancements in technology, mobile devices today
come equipped with multiple communication interfaces, powerful processors, enhanced bat-
tery life, and unused bandwidth. The two observations suggest that studying and exploiting
the mobility of nodes to augment the existing communication infrastructure can be useful.
A key problem for mobile opportunistic networks is that of forwarding of messages
between nodes. Mobility, while adding an extra dimension to be exploited, also introduces
complexities that make the problem of forwarding of messages challenging.
This thesis presents a principled study of the problem of forwarding of messages in
mobile opportunistic networks. We rely on real measurements to guide our study and let
the characterization results of the measurements inform the design of effective forwarding
2Figure 1.1: Example of Mobile Opportunistic Networks
algorithms for MONs.
This chapter is organized as follows. We first present a very high-level description of
MONs and the specific type of environment this dissertation is concerned with in Section 1.1.
We then pose the main question that this thesis deals with in Section 1.2 and highlight the
challenges that makes answering this question hard. In Section 1.3, we state the main
contributions of the thesis and we end in Section 1.4 with the outline of the rest of the
dissertation.
1.1 Our Setting: Mobile Opportunistic Networks
The last decade has seen networks evolving from a largely wired and stationary environment
to a wireless and mobile environment. Indeed, rapid advances in wireless technologies as
well as in processor speeds and battery life of handheld devices have helped in wide-scale
proliferation of portable devices [Kes05, BBC, Res].
In highly mobile environments, communication can take place by relying on traditional
communication infrastructure like the Internet, or cellphone technology like GSM/CDMA
or short range wireless technologies like Bluetooth or IrDA.
In addition wireless networks also include another dimension that can be exploited for
communication purposes: the physical mobility of nodes. Communication can take place
by relying on intermediate nodes to physically carry and transfer messages. Mobile op-
3portunistic networks are networks where all possible opportunities can be exploited for
communication - use traditional networking infrastructure whenever possible or rely on
physical mobility of the nodes when convenient. Fig. 1.1 shows an example of such a net-
work, where the hope is that in the near future, one can augment existing infrastructure for
data communications with physical mobility of nodes (in the scenario titled “Tomorrow”).
Our Focus: While mobile opportunistic networks can arise in many different contexts,
we restrict ourselves to scenarios where the mobile nodes are essentially handheld devices
carried by humans in conference settings, college campuses, and similar social settings. Such
wireless networks are also referred to Pocket Switched Networks (PSNs) [CHC+07,
CHC+05] and have close connections to mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) and delay
tolerant networks (DTNs) [JFP04]. The social settings in which MONs operate in lead to
dense connectivity as well as high mobility.
1.1.1 Applications
Some possible applications of MONs include:
• Delay Tolerant Applications: These include email, bulletin board services and file
transfers. All of these applications can tolerate various degrees of delay.
• Content Distribution: With the recent increase of P2P traffic, ISPs may seek to use
alternate distribution means like mobile opportunistic networks for content distribu-
tion.
• Infrastructure-less Environments: In areas where infrastructure does not exist, or
cannot, mobile opportunistic networks allow communication between nodes that are
not directly connected.
• Circumvent censorship: Mobile opportunistic networks can help circumvent censored
networks since they rely on no third-party equipment.
All of the applications mentioned above assume the availability of an underlying for-
warding protocol that can successfully deliver messages from one node to another. The
4primary focus of this thesis is the study and design of forwarding for MONs. We formalize
this issue in the next section.
1.2 Challenges: Mobility as a Double-Edged Sword
Routing messages is a key function of any communication network. While routing for wired
networks has been extensively studied, routing for mobile networks is still an open research
area. As pointed out earlier, mobility brings new opportunities that be exploited. However
at the same time, mobility also brings complexities that need to be addressed.
The underlying topology for mobile networks is highly dynamic. Therefore, establishing
and maintaining end-to-end paths between nodes is generally not practical. Hence, routing
solutions for wired networks do not translate well [Fal03]. Instead, a store-carry-and-forward
paradigm is more suited for mobile networks. In networks that rely on this paradigm,
messages are stored at nodes and are carried to their intended destination or are forwarded
to nodes that can carry the messages to their intended destination. This in contrast to
standard routing solutions for wired networks where a path is setup between two nodes,
and the message follows that path to its intended destination. We now highlight the key
challenges facing the design of forwarding algorithms for MONs.
1.2.1 Challenges
• Heterogeneity of contact rates: Message transfer in MONs takes place when two nodes
are in close physical proximity of each other. We refer to such events as contacts. The
rate of contacts between mobile nodes is extremely important in determining how
forwarding will take place, and even in determining the feasibility of forwarding in
MONs. It has been shown that contact rates between nodes in MONs is heterogeneous,
varying over two orders of magnitude [CHC+07]. This heterogeneity adds to the design
complexity of forwarding algorithms.
• Unpredictable mobility: In some MONs, the underlying mobility is predictable and
5periodic [PFH04, BHT+03, Fal03]. In the settings we are interested in, the underlying
mobility is very aperiodic and unpredictable, especially on smaller time scales. This
affects the design of forwarding algorithms.
• Resource Constraints: Since the nodes in MONs are portable handhelds, they bring
with them the following constraints:
– Energy Constraints: Mobile devices come equipped with short battery lives.
Therefore it is imperative to design protocols that require low energy.
– Short Contact Durations: The high dynamic nature of the underlying network
gives rise to short contact durations between nodes. Short contacts limit the
number of messages that can be transferred during a contact opportunity.
– Limited Buffers : While memory has become extremely cheap over the years, the
amount of memory that a node might allocate for forwarding to other nodes might
still be limited. Limited buffer sizes therefore impose an additional constraint.
• Lack of global knowledge: The highly dynamic nature of the underlying nodes leads
to the general lack of accurate and timely global information of the network topology.
Mobile nodes have local connectivity information at best.
The most naive solution for forwarding in MONs would be flood replicas of a message to
all nodes in the network, whenever possible. This scheme is also known as the Epidemic
scheme [VB00]. While epidemic forwarding scheme gives the best success rate with the
lowest delay, it suffers from high resource consumption. This solution cannot scale to
a large number of nodes. Therefore there is a need for forwarding algorithms that give
performance close to that of epidemic, but that consume much less resources. Thus, the
main challenge of this thesis is:
We seek to design forwarding algorithms for mobile opportunistic networks
that provide a high delivery rate, achieve low average delay and make efficient
use of resources.
6We next summarize the main contributions of this thesis that addresses this challenge.
1.3 Contributions
Our research is geared towards the design and study of effective forwarding algorithms for
mobile opportunistic networks. To that end, we pursue a principled study of the problem
by relying on real measurements of contacts between mobile nodes to guide and inform the
design of forwarding algorithms. The rest of this section deals with our main contributions
in further detail.
1.3.1 Study of Forwarding Paths: Path Explosion Effect
Departing from previous work on the design of forwarding algorithms for mobile opportunis-
tic networks, our work begins with the following observation: in order to study forwarding,
start by studying the opportunities available for forwarding, that is the paths between
nodes.
We rely on real contact traces and enumerate paths between nodes. Studying the prop-
erties of paths leads to our first contribution: for most pairs of nodes, the number of paths
connecting them increases exponentially with time. We refer to this phenomenon as path
explosion. We study the path explosion phenomenon by building an analytical model of the
network we are studying, as well as by conducting a characterization study of the traces.
1.3.2 Study of Forwarding Algorithms: Similarity of Performance
Having grasped an understanding of the paths that exist between nodes in MONs, we
next focus on studying various forwarding algorithms, paying particular attention to how
forwarding algorithms perform under the following two metrics: success rate (the percentage
of messages successfully delivered to their intended destination) and average delay.
We find the surprising result that most of the forwarding algorithms we consider perform
similarly. This is our second contribution and we explain it in light of the path-explosion
7phenomenon.
1.3.3 Minimum Cost Forwarding: Delegation Forwarding
While the algorithms we considered performed similarly when we consider success rate
and average delay, they differed in terms of cost incurred in the network. That is, some
algorithms incurred less cost while achieving the same performance as other algorithms.
This observation prompts us to focus on costs and to design forwarding algorithms that
seek to reduce costs. Drawing from the principles of optimal stopping theory, we develop
and analyze a new method, delegation forwarding, that we show reduces cost by a factor of
O(
√
N) over naive schemes. We further demonstrate the reduction in costs in real traces.
This is our third contribution.
1.3.4 Forwarding under Resource Constraints
Finally, we note that the preceding work was done under the assumptions of infinite band-
width and buffer sizes in mobile nodes. However as mentioned in Section 1.2, mobile
networks face resource constraints. Hence we complete this thesis by studying forwarding
under resource constraints. The main contribution of this study is an improved understand-
ing of message prioritization schemes. In particular we show that assigning higher priority
to young messages in the network can lead to higher success rate when mobile nodes have
small buffers.
1.4 Thesis Roadmap
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we review related work
on the main problem raised in this chapter and highlight the key differences between the
work presented in this thesis and related work.
Chapter 3 is concerned with discussing the measurements we use for our study. Since
our thesis is driven by empirical study, subsequent chapters build up-on characterization
8observations reported in this chapter. We present results of studying forwarding paths
in Chapter 4. We also introduce useful notation to analyze forwarding algorithms in this
chapter that is used in later chapters as well. Armed with the knowledge gleaned by
studying paths, we next study forwarding algorithms in Chapter 5. Some of the algorithms
we introduce in this chapter are revisited in later chapters. We explain this by using
results from Chapter 4. We investigate cost in detail in Chapter 6, and we propose a new
algorithm that we show to reduce cost drastically. We investigate forwarding algorithms
under resource-constrained scenarios in Chapter 7. We summarize the contributions of the
thesis in Chapter 8.
Chapter 2
Related Work
The key contributions of this thesis build up-on, and are related to, previous work done
on mobile networks (Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANETs) and Delay Tolerant Networks
(DTNs)). More specifically we build on the study of mobility and algorithms developed
for information dissemination in these two networks. In addition there are methodological
similarities to measurement driven research for this problem. We review the previous work
done in this chapter and structure the chapter as follows.
We first present some background material on MANETs, DTNs and MONs in Sec-
tion 2.1. Since mobility of nodes is the most crucial factor for the study of forwarding, we
review the work done on understanding mobility in Section 2.2. We then move to discussing
different algorithms that have been proposed for MONs in Section 2.3. We summarize in
section 2.4.
2.1 Mobile Networks
Mobile networks can largely be bracketed into three categories: Mobile Ad-Hoc networks
(MANETs), Delay-Tolerant Networks (DTNs) and Mobile Opportunistic Networks.
Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs): MANETs are created when wireless nodes
form a network without the presence of any infrastructure. All nodes in a MANET are
sources and destinations of messages, as well as routers [PB94, JM96]. The nodes compris-
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ing network could be mobile, although the mobility of nodes is assumed to be low. The
underlying topology changes over long time-scales (hours or even days). Hence the mobility
of nodes is assumed to be predictable. Variants of MANETs also include Vehicular Ad-Hoc
Networks (VANETs) [VAN], where a network can be formed between moving vehicles in an
urban setting or over a highway, and messages can be propagated over multiple vehicles.
While the underlying mobility for VANETs is higher, there is an element of predictability
which can be exploited for message propagation purposes.
Delay-Tolerant/Disruption-Tolerant Networks (DTNs): Many existing proto-
cols such as TCP/IP make certain assumptions about the underlying network topology.
Typical assumptions include: (1) the existence of an end-to-end path between any two nodes,
(2) the fact that maximum round trip-time is bounded, and (3) that message drop proba-
bilities are low. However these assumptions do not hold for some networks. Some examples
include networks where messages are delivered to rural areas using commuter buses that act
like a store and forward message switches with limited wireless range [PFH04, WSG+04], or
deep space communications networks [BHT+03], or even military ad-hoc networks [Fal03].
These networks are characterized by periodic or predictable mobility and the applications
for DTNs generally operate at longer time scales (days to months), and hence are tolerant
of delays by design.
Mobile Opportunistic Networks (MONs): As discussed in Chapter 1, the key
difference between MONs and the networks discussed above, is that the underlying mobility
is high, where the underlying topology changes in a matter of seconds and is unpredictable.
In addition MONs are generally formed in smaller geographic areas like a university campus,
downtown area of a city, office environments. The applications for networks, while being
delay-tolerant, generally operate under time scales ranging from minutes to hours.
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2.2 Understanding Mobility
The wide scale proliferation of wireless, mobile devices has given rise to questions that
concern both networking researchers and operators: (a) How do we cope with mobility
in the design of protocols for wireless, mobile networks and (b) how do we exploit and
leverage mobility to design more efficient protocols for wireless, mobile‘ networks. This
thesis is primarily interested in the second question, although an understanding of the first
question is important.
Work devoted to answering the first question includes studying the performance of
protocols for mobile networks (including MANETs), network dimensioning and location
based services among others.
For the second question, there has been a lot work starting with the seminal paper
by Grossglauser and Tse [GT02] which showed that the capacity of a wireless network
can increase due to node mobility. Much work has been done since then in the area of
opportunistic networks.
Both the questions (a) and (b) have to start with a firm understanding of the underlying
mobility of nodes and we briefly review the work done in this area.
2.2.1 Abstract Models
We refer to the mobility models that have been designed purely by intuition and observations
as abstract models. The emphasis for constructing abstract models is to use them in the
design and evaluation of protocols, and not in understanding mobility per se.
The first models to be put forth are the simple Random walk [BCSW98, Dav00] and the
Random Waypoint model [JM96]. Under the random waypoint model, nodes are assigned
speeds drawn from a distribution and are assigned random destinations. Once the nodes
reach their destination, they pick a new destination - independent of the previous destina-
tion, a new speed and the process repeats itself. These models are not very realistic, as
human movement is more complicated but are very simple and are amenable to analysis.
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Efforts to add more realism in the simple random waypoint model led to a plethora
of variants, where the main focus was to incorporate more ‘human-like’ movement traits.
These include correlated movement patterns [LH03, RMSM01], movement that represents
social settings, for instance there are always more popular destinations [BdAF05] as well
as incorporating physical obstacles like buildings and movement constraints like streets and
roads [JBRAS03]. In addition, new applications (military-related applications) [HGPC99,
SK99] and new scenarios (vehicular networks) [CB05, SJ04] have led to new models for
mobility. These new models incorporate vehicle-like speeds for nodes (acceleration and
deceleration at traffic stops), topology of streets as well as traffic patterns observed in
transportation networks.
The work done in this thesis relies on real measurements and does not rely on any model
of the underlying mobility of nodes. It could be possible that a simple model like Random
waypoint may lead to some characteristics observed (like highly variable inter-contact time
distribution between nodes) in the traces we use [CE07, KBV07] but that is not the concern
of this thesis .
2.2.2 Models Based on Measurements
To develop more realistic models of mobility, as well as to understand mobility itself, there
has been work that relies on empirical measurements. This includes work that tried to model
users on a 802.11 network [JLB05, MV03, HKA04, KKK06, TB02, BC03, HH06], cellular
network [EP05a, HW05] as well as encounter traces [CHC+05, EP05a, SMO06, MMC08].
The primary differences between all these works is the granularity of mobility captured, as
well as the geographic area in which the users are mobile. For instance, the work done on
capturing mobility in 802.11 networks primarily focus in university settings or office build-
ings. The mobility is captured by logging users connected to different APs, across time.
In contrast, work done on understanding mobility in cellphone networks focuses on a much
larger geographical area, a town or a city. The mobility or movement patterns that are
logged at cellphone towers are of people moving from one cellphone cell to another, associ-
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ating themselves with different towers as they move, over time. And finally the encounter
traces provide fine-grained person-to-person contact data, and this data is usually collected
in smaller areas like conference venues, and university campuses. Hence the different types
of traces collected underscore the point that mobility should be studied under different
environments and different settings. In this thesis, we use encounter traces as well as user
logs in 802.11 networks.
As mentioned, this thesis does not concern itself with modeling mobility or movement
of nodes. Instead we focus on exploiting mobility in forwarding, and so focus on certain
properties unearthed in the relevant studies, specifically the underlying heterogeneity of
contact rates [CHC+05, KBV07]. We discuss heterogeneity of contact rates in greater
detail in Chapter 3.
In summary, much work has been done in developing, analyzing and using models for
mobility. This previous literature informs our work, although we do not contribute to
mobility modeling per se.
2.3 Routing and Forwarding Algorithms
From the previous two sections, we learned what really separates different types of mobile
networks is the underlying mobility - the intensity of mobility as well as how predictable
the underlying mobility is. This separation is similar to the one proposed by Borrel et al
[BAZ07], where the authors organize different mobile networks based on the the underlying
node mobility.
We therefore discuss routing solutions for MANETs, DTNs and for MONs separately,
for the solutions proposed are different from each other.
2.3.1 Routing Algorithms for MANETs
Much work has been done in routing algorithms for MANETs. Starting with Destination-
Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV) [PB94] and continuing with Dynamic Source Routing
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(DSR) [JM96], Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) [PR99] , most of MANET
routing algorithms have been designed by assuming low mobility. That is, the underlying
topology changes slowly with time. This essentially means that contemporaneous paths
between nodes may exist for long periods of time - thereby encouraging solutions for routing
that can be directly taken from the wired domain and adapted to deal with occasional
topology changes.
2.3.2 Forwarding Algorithms for DTNs
DTNs generally differ from MANETs, in that in a DTN, nodes are more mobile. Higher
mobility entails that routing-based solutions for wired networks as well as for MANETs
will not work, as contemporaneous paths do not exist. Therefore, store-carry-and-forward
solutions are more suited for DTNs.
Most of the forwarding solutions proposed for DTNs rely on predictability of node
mobility. This could be for interplanetary networks [BHT+03] or nodes that move with
regular schedules like vehicles [LW07, SDPG06]. The key idea is that since, the mobility
schedules of planets or vehicles like public transport buses [BBL05, BGJL06, BLV07] are
known in advance, one can design forwarding schemes to take advantage of this advance
information. An example is the bus network in rural India that is used to transport messages
[WSG+04]. Routing for such networks can be done if the schedules of the buses is known
in advance.
2.3.3 Forwarding Algorithms for Mobile Opportunistic Networks
The design and study of forwarding algorithms for mobile opportunistic networks is a dif-
ferent problem than for MANETs and DTNs as the underlying network topology is highly
dynamic, the network is heterogeneous, and resources like bandwidth, buffer space and
energy are scarce. We discuss previous work done on design of algorithms.
To date most DTN forwarding algorithms have been analyzed under the assumption that
contact rates between nodes are homogeneous [DFGV03, GT02, SPR04, SPR05]. Likewise,
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the most common mobility model used for forwarding evaluation is random waypoint [JM96,
CBD02] in which all nodes’ speeds are drawn from the same distribution, as well as the
directions which the nodes move towards. In contrast, work in this thesis shows that
in our setting, it is the differences in behavior of nodes in the network that is key to
understanding performance. The closest work to the results in our thesis that deal with
the implications of heterogeneity on forwarding can be found in [CLF06]. The authors
of [CLF06] claim that in completely homogeneous conditions, past contact information
cannot be used for making forwarding decisions. In heterogeneous conditions, past contact
information becomes relevant, and the authors develop schemes to exploit the heterogeneity
of contact rates.
We can frame forwarding of messages as a search problem; the search for a path between
the source node and destination node. The simplest solution is to replicate and forward
the message upon every opportunity. This is epidemic forwarding [VB00]. While epidemic
forwarding will find a path if it exists, this algorithms also consumes resources like battery
life and buffer sizes that are scarce to begin with. Therefore most of the work done has
focused on the design of schemes that achieve comparable performance in terms of success
rate and delay as epidemic but at a lower cost.
Some algorithms use variants of past contact history to predict future contacts and
therefore make forwarding decisions accordingly. Jain er al [JFP04] propose a routing
algorithm which seeks to reduce average delay of message delivery. The amount of future
knowledge provided to the algorithm is varied and the algorithm is tested. Jones et al
[JLW05] and Lindgren et al [LDS03] develop algorithms which rely on historical contact
information to make forwarding decisions. The premise is that past contacts between nodes
is a good indicator for future contacts. We study related algorithms in this thesis.
Some algorithms use temporal information gleaned from past contacts to make decisions
[GV06, DFGV03]. The authors of [GV06] propose a scheme called EASE where forward-
ing decisions are made by incorporating location information along with recency of contact
information with a particular destination. The same authors propose FRESH [DFGV03]
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where the authors show that only recency of contacts with the destination, temporal in-
formation is sufficient for making forwarding decisions. We study FRESH along with the
algorithms we develop, in this thesis. Yet some algorithms also impose pre-defined quotas
on the number of replicas per message that can exist [DH07, SPR08].
The main difference between all the previous work on forwarding and the contributions
of this thesis is the following. Instead of choosing a setting and trying to design and analyze
forwarding algorithms within that setting, our approach is markedly different - we start by
analyzing the properties of paths and letting that guide the design and study of forwarding
algorithms.
Contributions of this thesis include studying existing algorithms on real measurements,
as well as the design and study of algorithms that reduce costs dramatically. Theoretical
analysis of MONs assume a homogeneous network where all nodes are equally likely to
meet the destination of a message [DFGV03, CHC+07, SPR08]. In that case, the perfor-
mance/cost trade-off is simply determined by the number of nodes that are used for the
delivery of a single message. There has been recent work that considers heterogeneous
conditions showing the maximum flow that can be achieved by static routing if global infor-
mation about nodes’ schedules is known [GGL07]. The algorithms we develop in this thesis
do not assume global information, and forwarding decisions are made in an on-line manner
when nodes meet.
While design of schemes that reduce cost is valuable, we also focus on the performance
of our schemes in a resource constrained environment – in an environment where bandwidth
and buffer sizes is limited. Under buffer size and bandwidth constraints, the focus shifts
to assigning priorities to messages. There has been prior work done in designing message
priority schemes. Epidemic routing [VB00] uses FIFO scheme, while the main idea behind
Drop Least Encountered (DLE) (developed in [DFL01] and subsequently used with different
forwarding proposals [LDS03, SDPG06, GV06] ) is to drop the message with least likelihood
of delivery. A similar idea has been proposed in PREP [RHB+07] where messages that are
farthest from their destination are assigned low priorities. These proposals primarily differ
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in how they define the notion of distance to the destination. In our work, we take the
probability of successful delivery to the intended destination as the distance. The higher
the probability of delivery, the lower is the distance to the destination. There has been work
in message prioritization in related networks, like vehicular DTNs, most notably MaxProp
[BGJL06] where a node assigns high priorities to messages that are relatively new in the
network.
Our work is different (and indeed harder) as we have to consider short contact durations
as well as ensure low overall cost in the network given that energy is a precious resource
unlike in vehicular DTNs [BGJL06, BLV07].
2.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have discussed the relevant related work to the main contributions of our
thesis, namely contributions to the problem of forwarding in mobile opportunistic networks.
Starting with a brief discussion of type of networks we are dealing with, and how they differ
from other related networks, we turned our attention to the work done on understanding
and modeling mobility of nodes - that is a central aspect of mobile networks.
We then discussed previous work done in routing and forwarding in related networks as
well as in the settings we are working with. Most of the previous work usually share the
following template - decide on a scenario, pick a mobility model that fits that scenario, design
forwarding solutions for that scenario, analyze the algorithm and compare the algorithm
against other proposed algorithms. Our approach in this thesis is markedly different. We
start addressing the problem of forwarding by first studying the properties of forwarding
that are available. In order to do so, we start by studying paths formed in real networks,
as given to us by measurements. We describe these measurements in the next chapter.
Chapter 3
Data Collection
This chapter describes the specific data sets used in our work, along with a preliminary
characterization study of these data sets. Our data sets are obtained from the following
two settings: (a) people moving in a conference environment and (b) people moving in a
university campus environment. The two groups of data sets are markedly different in terms
of how they were gathered, the granularity of information contained, and the scale of the
network. It is for these reasons we present them separately.
This chapter is organized as follows. We begin in Section 3.1 with an overview of the
conference data sets. Section 3.2 follows with a description of the university data sets. We
base our study on specific parts of the datasets and we present characterization results and
properties of datasets in Section 3.3. Finally, in Section 3.4 we provide a pre`cis of the
characterization results and how they relate to the contributions of the thesis.
3.1 Conference Datasets
The practical implications of any study of forwarding algorithms will be limited by the
accuracy of the mobility of the underlying nodes. In order to capture mobility in a realistic
manner, we rely on measurements of human movement that have been collected under the
Haggle project [Hag]. The basic idea is that human mobility is captured by people carrying
Intel Motes (iMotes) [NDGG07] equipped with Bluetooth radios, in various environments.
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These devices periodically scan their surroundings for other Bluetooth devices and record
them as potential communication opportunities in a trace that can be analyzed.
The Haggle datasets have been described in detail by Chaintreau et al [CHC+07,
CHC+05] and Nordstrom et al [NDGG07]. However we reproduce some of the main distin-
guishing points about these datasets here for completeness.
The measurements were collected using iMotes that were given to human volunteers
at two conferences, Infocom 2006 (April 23-29, 2006) and Conext 2006 (December 3-
6, 2006). At the two conferences, the set of individuals included people from 18 countries,
affiliated with 36 organizations, and this set of individuals were uniformly distributed across
the countries and organizations. The participant set included students and professionals (in
academia and industry) alike. The individuals were volunteers and no criteria were used to
select volunteers except a first-come-first-serve basis.
The iMotes use the Bluetooth radio to collect samples of the surrounding Bluetooth
devices by alternating between the inquiry scan and inquiry states. The inquiry scan state is
periodically entered every 120 seconds. A random number of seconds is added or subtracted
to avoid synchronized scans. The rest of the time the iMote is in the inquiry state that allows
it to respond to scans. The collected samples are subsets of the population of surrounding
Bluetooth devices at discrete points in time, whose sizes depend on the inquiry scan length,
the level of noise and interference.
A successful response from an inquiry scan constitutes a contact, that is a potential op-
portunity to transfer messages. A contact lasts until it is no longer seen for two consecutive
inquiry scans. Every device thus, saves the following information - the device ID of a con-
tact, time of contact and for how long the contact existed. At the end of each experiment,
the devices were taken back from the volunteers and the contact information was collected
into a single trace. The encounter traces have the following format:
Device ID 1 Device ID 2 Time of Contact Duration of Contact
Some basic statistics about the conference datasets are described in Table 3.1. The
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Infocom 06 Conext 06
Event Duration (days) 4 4
# iMotes (mobile/long range) 78/20 72/17
Inquiry Scan Time (s) 5 5
Random Inquiry Scan Interval (s) 120± 12 120± 5
# External Devices Seen 13655 5961
# iMote (internal) Contacts 196,259 93411
iMote contact time (median/µ/σ) (s) 227/382.1/781.7 121/156.8/98.1
# of internal contacts/pair/day 5.16 2.45
Table 3.1: Details on Conference Data Sets
main take away points from the conference datasets (i) Heterogeneity of Contact Rates
[CHC+07], as can be noted from the standard deviation figures given in the Table 3.1 and
(ii) Density of contacts - as can be observed from Table 3.1, the Infocom data sets have, on
average, 5.16 contacts per node pair per day, and the Conext datasets have density to be
2.45 contacts per node pair per day, that show that the contacts are relatively dense.
3.1.1 Issues with Datasets
As investigated and reported in [NDGG07], software and hardware issues in the iMotes led
to some issues with the datasets. The biggest problem was that for some iMotes, memory
issues led to the iMote being reset. Once an iMote is reset, the clock offset for that iMote
is set to zero, leading to synchronization issues. This software bug affected Infocom 2005
and Infocom 2006 datasets, however the bug was addressed before the Conext 2006
datasets were collected. In addition, the resets also sometimes erased the contents of the
memory that contained the contact records. One of the implications of the resets is that
the measured density is lower than the actual density; the contacts were under-sampled.
We note later that this issue does not have a adverse affect on the results presented in this
thesis; if anything the results are conservative.
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3.2 University Datasets
The conference datasets give us fine-grained data about device-to-device contacts. While
such fine-grained datasets are very useful, they are also somewhat limited in their scope, for
they were collected in a controlled conference environment. In order to broaden the scope
of our study, we also utilize datasets collected in universities, in particular UCSD [MV03]
and MIT [EP05a]. Both these datasets are publicly available from CRAWDAD [EP05b].
In addition, both the university datasets are much larger in scope and are collected from a
larger environment.
3.2.1 UCSD datasets
UCSD datasets essentially consist of client-based logs of the visibility of WiFi Access Points
(APs) spread around the UCSD campus. Our study, however, requires device-to-device
contact information. Therefore, these datasets are pre-processed. The key assumption
made is that two devices connected to the same AP at the same time, should be able to
communicate with each other directly. The ‘nodes’ in this dataset are generally students
carrying PDAs.
3.2.2 RealityMining
The traces from the Reality Mining [EP05a] project at MIT consist of 100 participants
walking around the campus, logging visible GSM towers. The same assumption of two
devices connected to the same AP at the same time should be able to communicate with
each other directly was used to pre-process this dataset as the UCSD dataset. In addition,
the Reality Mining datasets also log direct bluetooth contacts between devices where the
scanning and logging rate is every 300 seconds. This portion of the dataset is similar to the
conference dataset and is more fine-grained.
We present some statistics of both the datasets in Table 3.2.
Similar to the take away points for the conference datasets, we note: (i) Heterogeneity of
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UCSD Reality Mining (GSM) Reality Mining (BT)
Event Duration (days) 77 246 246
Random Inquiry Scan Interval (s) 120± 10 10 300
Devices participating 273 100 100
# Internal Contacts 195,364 572,190 54,667
# of internal contacts/pair/day 0.034 0.23 0.022
Table 3.2: Details on University Data Sets
Contact Rates [CHC+07], as can be noted from the standard deviation figures given in the
Table 3.2 and (ii) Density of contacts - as can be observed from Table 3.2, the UCSD data
sets have, on average, 0.034 contacts per node pair per day, and the RealityMining datasets
have density 0.23, 0.022 contacts per node pair per day, that show that the contacts are
relatively sparse, compared to the university datasets.
3.2.3 Issues with Datasets
The problem with the university datasets is that certain inaccuracies exist due to the as-
sumption made during the pre-processing stage. First of all, one may end up with more
contact events than actually exist since two devices attached to the same (WiFi or GSM)
base station may still be out of range of each other. However, certain contact events may
be missed, such as when two devices pass each other at a place where there is no instru-
mented access point. Another potential issue with these data sets is that the devices are
not necessarily co-located with their owners at all times. Despite these inaccuracies, the
traces are a valuable source of data as they are collected in an environment which is different
from a conference environment. In addition, considering two devices connected to the same
AP/base station as being potentially in contact with each other is not altogether unrea-
sonable. These devices may indeed be able to communicate locally through the AP/base
station.
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Figure 3.1: Total Contacts for 24 hours (a) Infocom 06 (b) Conext 06 (c) UCSD (d) Reality
GSM
3.3 Characterization Results
Before we proceed with the main results of this thesis, we take a closer look at the datasets
and present some characterization results here.
To start with, we pick representative days :
• Tuesday, 25 April 2006 for Infocom 2006
• Tuesday, 4 Dec. 2006 for Conext 2006
• Wednesday, 16 Oct. 2003 for UCSD
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Figure 3.2: Time Series of Total Contacts (a) Infocom 06 9AM-12PM (b) Infocom 06 3PM-
6PM (c) Conext 06 9AM-12PM (d) Conext 06 3PM-6PM
• Tuesday, 21 Sept. 2004 for Reality Mining BT
• Wednesday, 22 Sept. 2004 for Reality Mining GSM
from the data sets and plot the total number of contacts, occurring in a 10-second bin,
across the 24 hours we pick. We present the results in Fig. 3.1. We note that the number
of contacts vary across the day and as well as the prevalence of a strong diurnal trend, not
unlike that observed for traffic flows in the Internet [LPC+04].
In order to simplify the study of forwarding, we deliberately focus on time periods
extracted from our datasets. We extract time periods where the total number of contacts
are approximately stable. By stable, we mean the total contact rates are approximately
constant. We also use stable contact rates as an underlying assumption for most of our
analysis. As can be seen in Fig. 3.1, we pick two 3-hour periods from the Infocom 2006
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Figure 3.3: Time Series of Total Contacts (a) UCSD 9AM-3PM (b) UCSD 3PM-9PM (c)
RealityGSM 12PM-3PM (d) RealityBT 12PM-3 PM
dataset and two 3-hour periods from the Conext2006 dataset, two 6-hour periods from the
UCSD dataset and one 3-hour period each from the Reality Mining GSM and BT dataset
respectively.
We present the magnified datasets in Fig. 3.2, 3.3. We can see that the datasets we have
picked have approximately-stable total contact rates. This is important because we can be
confident that any inferences we make are not affected by high or sudden variability.
The data which is logged is unidirectional; we log when one device contacts another
device as one event. However, for the purposes of the work in this thesis, we make contacts
bidirectional. That is, when a device contacts another device, this is recorded as two events.
We modify the datasets accordingly.
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Data Sets # of Nodes Density Chapters
Infocom 2006 9AM-12PM 98 0.6925 4,5,6,7
Infocom 2006 3PM-6PM 98 0.419 4,5,6,7
Conext 2006 9AM-12PM 98 0.40 4,5,6,7
Conext 2006 3PM-6PM 98 0.32 4,5,6,7
UCSD 9AM-3PM 77 0.038 6
UCSD 3PM-9PM 77 0.050 6
Reality GSM 39 0.070 6
Reality BT 33 0.719 6
Table 3.3: Data sets used and chapters they are studied in
3.3.1 Variability of Contact Rates
One of the unrealistic assumptions in much related work (as is that all nodes contact each
other at the same rate. In fact, prior work has shown that the per-node contact rates in the
datasets we consider can be quite variable across different nodes. For example, the authors
of [CHC+07, KBV07] show that the distributional tails of inter-contact times for similar
data sets approximately follow a power law.
In Fig. 3.4 we plot the CDF for the total number of contacts each node has over each
three/six hour periods for the data sets we consider. We refer to the number of contacts a
node makes per unit time as the node’s contact rate or just rate. The CDFs suggest that the
distribution of contact rates can be approximated as uniform over the range (0,max) where
max varies depending on the dataset. The key observation is that some nodes have rates
quite close to zero, yielding extremely large average intercontact times. In fact, it is clear
that the population consists of some nodes that are quite frequently in contact with a large
number of other nodes, while there are also some nodes that rarely encounter other nodes
at all. This observation is in line with some studies that show that movement patterns of
humans are not well modeled using uniform or homogeneous assumptions [BdAF05, MM06]
due to underlying social reasons - the fact that humans tend to contact some humans more
than others due to social or geographic reasons.
We describe the data sets we use along with the chapters that they are studied in Table
3.3. For the university data sets, we note a decrease in the number of active nodes from
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Figure 3.4: CDFs - Total Contacts (a) Infocom 06 (b) Conext 06 (c) UCSD (d) RealityMin-
ing
the total number of nodes present in the experiment - this is because we consider only the
number of nodes that have at-least one contact in the time window we choose. We would
also note that the density (which is defined as total number of contacts per node pair per
second) varies considerably between the datasets.
3.4 Summary
We have described the data sets that we rely on for answering the main questions posed
in this thesis. The data sets span different scenarios: university settings and conference
settings. We have detailed how they were collected, processed and highlighted the problems
with the data sets. While all the data sets show heterogeneity of contact rates, they also
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differ in terms of density of contacts.
We start analyzing and building up the main results of this thesis using these data sets
in the next chapter.
Chapter 4
Characterization of Paths
Forwarding of messages in a mobile opportunistic network is a challenging problem. It
depends on diverse factors such as the mobility of nodes and the physical space in which
the nodes are moving. Previous work on designing of forwarding algorithms for MONs have
made assumptions about the underlying mobility and developed algorithms based on them.
We have reviewed some of the related work in Chapter 2.
Our approach to the problem of designing forwarding algorithms is different from the
previous work. We believe that in order to design effective forwarding algorithms for mo-
bile opportunistic networks, it is necessary to start by understanding the opportunities for
forwarding that exist. There is little understanding to date on the nature of the forwarding
problem in the settings under which MONs normally operate. In particular, little is known
about the kinds of paths (making use of both mobility and multiple hops) that exist in
MONs.
This chapter discusses the study of paths which are formed in mobile opportunistic
networks. Our credo is: understanding paths can lead to the design of better algorithms.
The results in this chapter lay the foundation for subsequent chapters.
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4.1 Overview
We define a path as a sequence of contacts that could potentially be used by an algorithm
to forward a message. We develop an efficient method to enumerate all paths of interest
between nodes and apply it to the conference traces mentioned in Chapter 3 to capture all
paths of interest for a set of randomly generated messages.
The property of the collection of paths we obtain is the presence of a phenomenon we
term path explosion. Path explosion refers to the case in which, once the first path reaches
the destination, the number of subsequent paths reaching the destination grows rapidly
with time, so there exist many near-optimal paths. We find that path explosion occurs for
the large majority of messages in our datasets.
To explore this effect we build an analytic model describing how paths are created in a
homogeneously mixing population, we then use the model to show how path explosion arises.
Our homogeneous model, however, does not explain all aspects of the phenomena observed
in our data. In order to understand the nature of forwarding paths more accurately, we
show that it is critically necessary to take into account the different contact rates exhibited
by different nodes in the population. We find that it is useful to characterize the source
and destination as either high contact rate (‘in’) nodes or low contact rate (‘out’) nodes.
We show that when the contact rates of the source and destination nodes are taken into
account, the empirical properties of paths and the path explosion process can be understood
more completely.
This chapter is organised as follows. We begin in Section 4.2 with the formalization of
the forwarding problem. We continue in Section 4.3, where we discuss our path enumeration
method in detail and apply it to our traces. The main observation is the path explosion
phenomenon. We discuss this effect in greater detail in Section 4.4, where we construct
an analytical model to understand the path explosion phenonmenon. We then explore the
effect of non-homogeniety in Section 4.5 to better understand and explain the path explosion
phenonmenon. We end with a summary of results in Section 4.6.
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4.2 Forwarding
A forwarding algorithm solves a decentralized search problem—it searches for a short path
between a source and destination node, starting at a given point in time. This path exists
in space and time, and its duration is the amount of time between message generation
and message delivery. In order to understand how hard the search problem is for mobile
opportunistic networks, and specifically the settings we study MONs in, we start by studying
the solution space.
Given a set of nodes M with |M| = N , and a continuous time index 0 ≤ t < tmax, we
define a path as a sequence of tuples:
((N1, t1), (N2, t2), . . . , (Nk, tk))
where for all i, ti ≤ ti+1, Ni ∈M, and
. . . , (Ni, ti), (Ni+1, ti+1), . . .
may be present only if Ni is in contact with node Ni+1 at time ti+1. Each tuple in the
sequence is a hop and the length of a path is the number of hops it contains.
We assume that communication occurs via messages which are transmitted in whole
from node to node in zero elapsed time. Messages travel along paths, i.e., they are only
transmitted between nodes that are in contact. For any source σ ∈ M and destination
δ ∈M, a successful message delivery beginning at time t1 can occur if there is a path
((σ, t1), (N2, t2), . . . , (δ, tk)).
The most basic goals of a forwarding algorithm are, given σ, t1, and δ: (a) to find a
path if it exists; and (b) to find the path with shortest-achievable duration if more than one
path exists. We use PA(σ, δ, t1) to denote the event that forwarding algorithm A can find a
path from (σ, t1) to (δ, tk) for some tk < tmax. If forwarding algorithm A finds at least one
path, we denote the duration of the shortest-found path (tk − t1) as TA(σ, δ, t1). We define
RA(σ, δ) to denote the number of copies or replicas of a message under algorithm A in the
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network. Note that this message need not be delivered; we count all replicas of un-delivered
messages as well.
Our concern centers on the performance of forwarding algorithms. We define the per-
formance of forwarding algorithm A as the average delay
DA = E [TA(σ, δ, t1) | PA(σ, δ, t1)]
and the success rate
SA = E
[
I{PA(σ,δ,t1)}
]
when σ and δ are chosen uniformly at random over M, t1 is chosen uniformly at random
over [0, tmax) and I{X} = 1 iff X '= {}. In addition to the above two metrics, an additional
but important metric is the cost incurred by forwarding of messages. We define average
cost of forwarding algorithm A as
CA = E [RA(σ, δ)]
where σ and δ are chosen uniformly at random over M .
This chapter primarily deals with performance of forwarding algorithms, so we focus
only on average delay and success rates; we focus on cost in Chapter 6.
4.3 Path Enumeration
As discussed in Chapter 2, many previous studies of forwarding algorithms have looked at
forwarding performance in specific settings. However, our work takes a different approach
by first empirically characterizing the set of paths that are available for use by forwarding
algorithms. To accomplish this properly, there are a number of specific considerations.
First, it is important to specify the characteristics that are expected of all forwarding
algorithms because these define the set of paths of interest. We assume that under any
reasonable forwarding algorithm, a node holding a message for a destination node will
deliver that message whenever it encounters the destination. We call this the assumption of
minimal progress. We also restrict our attention only to loop-free paths, i.e., paths in which
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no node appears more than once. We make this restriction because if looping paths are
considered, then an arbitrarily large number of paths may be generated simply by following
a loop a varying number of times. One can imagine a scenario where, due to high mobility,
a node is encountered more than once over time and hence can potentially show up in
a path multiple times. Enumerating such cases does not expose truly distinct forwarding
paths. While looping paths may occur in practice this is not a concern, because disregarding
such looping paths means that our counting results are conservative—so, in fact, even more
paths may be present than our results indicate. For a similar reason, we assume nodes have
infinite buffers and we do not consider paths that may be created because a node is forced
to drop a message. Thus, once a node receives a message it holds the message forever.
A path respects minimal progress and loop avoidance if it does not contain more than
one instance of any node, and the destination appears only at the end of the path (if at
all). Furthermore, the assumption of minimal progress combined with unlimited message
holding implies a more subtle condition, which we call first preference. Consider a path
P = ((σ, t1), . . . , (Ni, ti), . . . , (Nj, tj), (δ, tk)).
If it also happens that Ni encounters the destination δ at time t′ < tk, then the following is
also a path:
P ′ = ((σ, t1), . . . , (Ni, ti), . . . , (Nj , tj), (δ, t′)).
Note that no forwarding algorithm respecting minimal progress would take path P rather
than path P ′. Thus, path P is not a first preference path. Any path respecting loop
avoidance and minimal progress (including first preference) is a valid path.
Second, in moderately-large datasets (such as those we work with), a complete enumer-
ation of all valid paths with a given (σ, δ, t1) is prohibitively expensive. Therefore, a key
element of our approach is efficient enumeration of the most important paths. Our strategy
for tackling this problem has two steps:
1. Define the problem as one of path enumeration on a space-time graph (defined below)
and
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2. At each time step, use dynamic programming to maintain the (up to) k shortest valid
paths reaching each node. By ‘shortest’ we mean the path with the least number of
hops.
This strategy allows us to determine the optimal path reaching the destination, that
is, the path with shortest achievable duration under any forwarding algorithm. We denote
the duration of the optimal path T (σ, δ, t1) and note that it is the minimum duration path
found by epidemic forwarding, i.e.,
T (σ, δ, t1) = min
A
TA(σ, δ, t1) = TEpidemic(σ, δ, t1).
This strategy also allows us to determine each subsequent valid path that reaches the
destination, up until the point at which k or more valid paths reach the destination in a
single timestep.
To recap, we want to answer the following questions: How many paths exist between a
source-destination node pair? What are the properties of these paths?
To organize the search process, we convert the sequence of node contacts into a space-
time graph, which is a special kind of directed weighted graph. Our use of the space-time
graph is based on [MAZ04].
Time is discretized in increments of ∆. In all our work we use∆ = 10 sec. Vertices in the
space-time graph are pairs (Ni, T ) with Ni ∈ M and T = c∆ for c ∈ {1, 2, . . . , (tmax/∆)}.
Edges in the space-time graph come in two kinds:
1. There is an edge from vertex (Ni, T ) to (Nj , T ) iff node Ni was in contact with node
Nj at any time during [T −∆, T ). Such an edge has weight zero.
2. There is an edge from vertex (Ni, T ) to (Ni, T +∆) for all Ni ∈ M. Such edges have
unit weight.
For example, consider a network with three nodes. Nodes 1 and 2 are in contact during
the first timestep, while all three nodes are in contact with each of the others during the
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Figure 4.1: Example space-time graph.
second timestep. Then the corresponding space-time graph is as shown in Fig. 4.1. The
horizontal edges have weight zero and the vertical ones have weight 1.
Given a space-time graph discretized by∆ and a message defined as (σ, δ, t1), we enumer-
ate shortest paths using dynamic programming. The algorithm uses as its data structure
an N × k array of paths, denoted P . It maintains the following invariant: at any given
timestep T = c∆ the entry Pij is the jth shortest path reaching from (σ, t1) to (Ni, t′) for
some t′ ∈ [T −∆, T ). The algorithm is given in Fig. 4.2.
4.3.1 Observations
Using the algorithm described in the previous subsection, we are able to enumerate paths
for a given message with (σ, δ, t1) up to the time when k paths reach the destination in a
single timestep. For any given message, we will use Tn to denote the time at which the nth
path reaches the destination, in order of increasing delivery time.
Our results show that for many messages, the duration of the optimal path can be quite
long (thousands of seconds). However, the main result is that in the vast majority of cases,
once the first path reaches the destination a very large number of additional paths reach
the destination soon thereafter – typically tens or a few hundreds of seconds later. We refer
to this phenomenon generically as path explosion.
To make the notion concrete, we define the time that path explosion occurs to be the
time by which 2000 paths in total have reached the destination, i.e., T2000. We would like
to point out that there is nothing sacrosanct about the number 2000; we believe that by
enumerating 2000 paths (a large number of paths) we can develop a concrete picture of the
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1. Let T = c∆ such that t1 ∈ [T −∆, T ).
2. Let s = i such that xi = σ.
3. Let Pij = ∅ for all i, j.
4. Let Ps1 = ((σ, T )).
5. While (true)
(a) Let X = ∅.
(b) For i = 1, . . . , N
i. For j = 1, . . . , k
• If Pij #= ∅:
A. Let X ′ = all distinct extensions of path Pij to vertices reachable from (Ni, T +∆)
via paths of zero weight.
B. Let X = X ∪X ′.
(c) Remove the invalid paths from X.
(d) Output all paths in X reaching δ.
(e) If there are k or more paths in X reaching δ, stop.
(f) For i = 1, . . . , N
i. Select the (up to) k shortest paths from X that terminate at node Ni and place them in
Pij , j = 1, . . . , k.
(g) Let T = T +∆.
Figure 4.2: Algorithm for k shortest paths enumeration
set of paths available. Note that we can always identify this time accurately (to within an
error of ∆) as long as we set k in our algorithm to be 2000 or greater. We refer to the ‘time
to explosion’ (TE) as the elapsed time between the arrival of the first path and the arrival
of the 2000th path, i.e., TE = T2000 − T1. We would also like to point out that there is a
possibility that some messages might not have 2000 paths, but may still have a fairly large
number of paths between them. We do not consider such messages.
In Figure 4.3(a) we show the CDFs for optimal path duration in datasets Infocom ’06
9-12 and Infocom ’06 3-6. The figure shows that optimal path duration can be quite long;
in fact, a large fraction of messages (over 25%) require over 1000 seconds before the first
path reaches the destination. On the other hand, Figure 4.3(b) shows CDFs for the time
to explosion. Here, the story is quite different: almost half the messages see an explosion
with little or no delay, and 97% of them have TE less than or equal to 150 secs.
These figures show the surprising fact that optimal path duration can be an order of
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Figure 4.3: (a) CDFs of optimal path duration Infocom 06 9-12 and 3-6 (b) CDFs of time
to explosion Infocom 06 9-12 and 3-6
magnitude or more greater than time to explosion. That is, in many cases, the first path
takes a long time to reach the destination, after which many paths reach the destination in
relatively short order. In a phrase, path explosion means that shortly after the optimal path
reaches the destination, there are a large number of nearly-optimal paths to the destination.
A closer look at the path explosion phenomenon is shown in Figure 4.4, which is also
based on dataset Infocom ’06 9-12. Each point in the figure corresponds to (T1, TE) for a
single message (σ, δ, t1) (note the difference in scale on the x and y axes). The figure shows
that there is no clear relationship between optimal path duration and time to explosion;
there are many cases in which the optimal path reaches the destination quickly but the
path explosion occurs comparatively late, and there are many cases in which the optimal
path reaches the destination late while the path explosion occurs quickly thereafter.
It is difficult to characterize how the number of successful paths grows in time, in part
because path explosion generally occurs quite rapidly and our time measures are rather
coarsely discretized. However, we can get a rough sense of how the explosion occurs if we
look at the slowest cases. In Figure 4.5 we examine all paths of the messages for which the
time to explosion TE was 150 seconds or greater, again using dataset Infocom ’06 9-12. Note
that although for each of these messages, the 2000th message arrives at least 150 seconds
after the optimal time, nonetheless many messages still arrived during the period between
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Figure 4.4: Optimal path duration vs. Time to Explosion, Infocom ’06 9-12.
T1 and T2000. The figure shows that the number of paths arriving over time grows in an
approximately exponential fashion.
In summary, we find that once paths are enumerated, a number of surprising properties
emerge. While the optimal path duration can be long, there is a path explosion effect
that occurs relatively quickly after the first path reaches the destination. However, there
is no clear relationship between optimal path duration and time to explosion. Finally, it
appears that the explosion process is roughly exponential in time. We seek to explain these
observations in the following sections, and we study the implications of these observations
in later chapters of this thesis.
4.4 Path Explosion
In this section we use models and data analysis to understand the questions raised in
Section 4.3.1. In particular the next two subsections ask: (1) How and why does path
explosion occur? and (2) What determines the relationship between optimal path duration
and time to explosion? To answer the first question we develop an analytic model making
the assumption of homogeneity – equal contact rates among all nodes. To answer the second
question we incorporate considerations of unequal contact rates (inhomogeneity).
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Figure 4.5: Histogram of number of paths for pairs with time to explosion ≥ 150 sec,
Infocom ’06 9-12.
4.4.1 A Homogenous Model for Path Explosion1
As a first step, in trying to understand the path explosion phenomenon, we use a highly
simplified model. We consider a setting in which nodes contact other nodes randomly and
at constant rate. For a given message, we count the number of paths arriving at each
node over time. The model is not restricted to counting just valid paths (which would add
considerable complexity) but we seek qualitative results which are presumably insensitive
to such details. The main result we show in this section is that the number of paths arriving
at any node (such as the destination) grows exponentially in time, with rate given by the
(homogeneous) contact rate between nodes.
Our results use known techniques from the study of epidemic process [Kur71, ZNKT06];
however, we extend those tools to study the set of all forwarding paths, instead of just the
first path obtained to each destination.
Assumptions
Our model makes two assumptions, which derive from the uniformity of the setting.
• Poisson contacts: We associate with each node Nn a process of contact opportunities
with all other nodes that is a homogeneous Poisson process with intensity λ.
1This section relies on work by collaborators; it is included for completeness.
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• Homogeneity: Whenever a contact opportunity occurs for node Ni, the contacted
node Nj is chosen independently from the past, and uniformly among the N nodes
in M. Note that this model does not include variability of contact rates among pairs,
an issue we take up in Section 4.5.
Without loss of generality we study forwarding paths for a message created by a source
(denoted by σ) at time t = 0.
Evolution and limit for large networks
Our model is adapted from the analysis of population dynamics. The state Sn(t) of a node
Nn at time t is the number of paths from the source that reach Nn before t. When Nn has
an opportunity to contact Nm, the following transition occurs at Nm:
Sm(t)← Sm(t) + Sn(t) .
For any k ≥ 0, we denote
Uk(t) = # { Nn ∈M | Sn(t) = k } ,
for the number of nodes with state k. To focus on the evolution of the population of nodes
as a whole, we study the evolution of the collection of variables
U(t) ∈ NN , U(t) = { Uk(t) | k ≥ 0 } .
Note that we have
∑
k≥0 Uk(t) = N , so U(t)/N represents the empirical density of nodes
in each states. If one does not differentiate between nodes in the same state, then U(t)
entirely characterizes the system at time t.
Note that when node Nn having state i '= 0 contacts node Nm having state j, the
collection of variables U is modified as follows.
Ui+j ← Ui+j + 1 ; and Uj ← Uj − 1 .
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We denote by λn,m the contact rate between node Nn and node Nm. For any fixed i > 0
and j ≥ 0, transitions of the type (i, j) as defined above occur with the following rate:
βi,j =
∑
{ λn,m | n '= m s.t. Sn(t) = i , Sm(t) = j } .
Proposition 4.4.1. The rate of transition βi,j is a function of the density of nodes in each
state U(t)/N .
βi,j = N · λUi(t)N
Uj(t)
N
= N β˜i,j
(
U(t)
N
)
Proof. Let us fix an n such that Sn = i. Then we have∑
{ Nm | Sm(t)=j }
λn,m = λ
Uj(t)
N
,
since we have assumed that the contact process for each node Nn has rate λ and is homo-
geneous with regard to other nodes.
Summing for all nodes Nn having state i we obtain
βi,j = Ui(t)λ
Uj(t)
N
= N · λUi(t)
N
Uj(t)
N
We can describe the process U(t) taking on values in NN as a Markov jump process,
with transitions indexed by { (i, j) | i > 0 , j ≥ 0 }.
The rate of transition (i, j) is a function β˜i,j only of the density U(t)/N of nodes having
states i and states j, multiplied by N . In other words, the process U(t) may be written as
U(0) +
∑
i>0,j≥0
(ei+j − ej) ·
∫ t
0
Ni,j
(
N β˜i,j
(
U(s)
N
))
ds
where, for all i > 0, j ≥ 0, Ni,j denotes a Poisson counting process with intensity 1, and ek
denotes the infinite vector with all entries null except for 1 at position k.
When one considers the density process U(t)/N in the case where N is large, Kurtz’s
limit theorem [Kur71] shows that one can replace the Poisson counting process in the above
expression by the process mean. This means that the trajectory of the density process for
large N closely approaches the solution of a deterministic ordinary differential equation.
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Proposition 4.4.2. As N goes to infinity, if we assume that U(0)/N → u(0) > 0, then we
have for all K ≥ 0:
sup
0≤s≤t , 0≤k≤K
∣∣∣∣Uk(s)N − uk(s)
∣∣∣∣→ 0 a.s.
where u : [0;∞[→ RN is the solution of the ODE
u(t) = u(0) +
∑
i>0,j≥0
(ei+j − ej) ·
∫ t
0
β˜i,j (u(s)) ds
Proof. A priori the process U(t)/N evolves in a space with an infinite number of dimensions
NN, hence Kurtz’s limit theorem [Kur71] does not immediately apply to it. However, one
can consider for any K > 0 a threshold process where all nodes in states { k | k > K } are
collapsed into a collection of nodes in a single sink state. This threshold process has a finite
number of dimensions, and satisfies all the assumptions of the Kurtz limit theorem. To
complete the proof, we note that the threshold process defines exactly the same dynamics
for states in { 0, · · · ,K } as in the infinite process.
Proposition 4.4.3. For any k ≥ 0, we have
uk(t) = uk(0) + λ
∫ t
0
k∑
i=0
ui(s)uk−i(s)− uk(s)ds (4.1)
Proof. From the definition of u found in Proposition 4.4.2, we obtain that uk(t)−u0(t) may
be written for all k ≥ 0 as:
∑
i>0,j≥0,i+j=k
∫ t
0
β˜i,j (u(s)) ds−
∑
i>0,j=k
∫ t
0
β˜i,j (u(s)) ds
which may be rewritten as:
k∑
i=1
∫ t
0
β˜i,k−i (u(s)) ds−
∑
i>0
∫ t
0
β˜i,k (u(s)) ds
k∑
i=1
∫ t
0
λui(s)uk−i(s)ds−
∑
i>0
∫ t
0
λui(s)uk(s)ds
After adding λu0(s)uk(s) to each of the above terms and using
∑
i≥0 ui(s) = 1, the propo-
sition is proved.
In other words, from a non trivial initial condition, the average number of nodes with
exactly n paths in a large network evolves according to a deterministic equation.
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Solution for ODEs, moments
We introduce for all x ∈ R the series φx : t .→
∑
k≥0 x
kuk(t). After multiplying each
equation in (4.1) by xk and summing all of them we obtain
dφx
dt
= λ(φ2x − φx) .
Note that this equation may be rewritten as:
λ · dt = dφx
φx(φx − 1) =
dφx
φx − 1 +
dφx
φx
.
This ordinary differential equation can be solved for all x ∈ R. One needs to distinguish
between two cases, depending on the initial value taken by φx.
• Assume 0 < φx(0) < 1 (for instance, by choosing x in [0; 1]). We know that φx and
1− φx remains positive. The previous equation may then be written as:
ln(1− φx(t))− ln(φx(t))− λt is constant.
Hence, φx(t) =
φx(0)
φx(0) + (1− φx(0))eλt . (4.2)
• On the other hand, assume φx(0) > 1 (for instance, by choosing x > 1). We know
that φx and φx − 1 remains positive. The previous equation may then be written as:
ln(φx(t)− 1)− ln(φx(t))− λt is constant.
Hence, φx(t) =
φx(0)
φx(0)− (φx(0)− 1)eλt . (4.3)
The first case above allows us to derive closed form expression for the evolution with time of
the mean number of paths per node (see below), as well as the other moments. In the second
case, for any x > 1 the series φx becomes infinite in finite time TC(x) =
1
p ln
(
φx(0)
φx(0)−1
)
. In
other words, if the initial distribution for the number of paths per node is light-tailed for a
given coefficient, it loses this property within a finite time.
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Mean number of paths According to the definition of φx, we can compute the expected
number of paths for a node as follows.
E [Sn(t)] = E
[
1
N
∑
m∈M
Sm(t)
]
=
∑
k≥0
k · uk(t)
thus E [Sn(t)] =
∂φx(t)
∂x
∣∣∣∣
x=1
= E [Sn(0)] e
λt . (4.4)
The last equation is obtained from (4.2) since
∂φx(t)
∂x
(x) =
∂φx(0)
∂x (x)
D(x, t)
− φx(0) ·
∂φx(0)
∂x (x) · (1− eλt)
D(x, t)2
,
with D(x, t) = φx(0) + (1− φx(0)) · eλt, so D(1, t) = 1 for all t.
Second moment for the number of paths It follows from the properties of φx that:
E [Sn(t)(Sn(t)− 1)] = E
[
1
N
∑
m∈M
Sm(t)(Sm(t)− 1)
]
=
∑
k≥0
k(k − 1) · uk(t) = ∂
2φx(t)
∂2x
∣∣∣∣
x=1
.
From the above expression of
∂φx(t)
∂x
, one can obtain the second derivative in x. Again the
expression simplifies when x = 1 and it implies.
E
[
(Sn(t))
2
]
=
(
E
[
(Sn(0))
2
]
+ 2(eλt − 1)E [Sn(0)]2
)
· eλt .
If V [X] denotes the variance of a random variable X,
then V [Sn(t)] = V [Sn(0)] e
λt + E [Sn(0)]
(
e2λt − eλt
)
.
Note that the variance of the number of paths increases exponentially fast with time t as
E [Sn(0)] e2λt, even if it is null when t = 0.
4.5 The Effects of Inhomogeniety
The analysis leading to Equation 4.4 sheds considerable light, but does not explain all the
phenomena noted in Section 4.3.1. The analytic results confirm that path explosion can
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occur and that it should be exponential in nature. However, the analysis in Section 4.4.1
would also predict that optimal paths should be short, and that path explosion should
occur immediately after the first path reaches the destination. These two predictions are
not borne out in the data, as already shown in Section 4.3.1. To explain these phenomena,
we need to examine the model assumptions.
The most unrealistic aspect of our analytic model is the assumption that all nodes
contact each other at the same rate. In fact, prior work has shown that per-node contact
rates in datasets like ours can be highly variable across different nodes. For example, the
authors in [HCS+05] show that the distributional tails of inter-contact times for such data
sets approximately follow a power law.
In Chapter 3, we plotted the CDF for the total number of contacts each node has over
each three hour period (Infocom ’06 9-12, 3-6, Conext 9-12, and 3-6). We showed that the
contact rates are highly variable and there exist some nodes which have a high number of
contacts and some nodes that have very few number of contacts.
Our analytic results suggest that for a message generated at time 0, the number of paths
reaching node i will grow proportional to eλt for a population in which all nodes have the
same rate λ.
To discuss the case where nodes have different rates, we introduce some notation. We
define the random variable T (σ, δ) to be equal to T (σ, δ, t1) when t1 is chosen uniformly at
random in [0, tmax). Furthermore we no longer assume equal contact rates, so we define λi
to be the contact rate of Ni ∈ M, i.e., λi =
∑
k λi,k. Finally we define the expected time
for the first path as
H = E [t |Si(t) = 1] .
In the case of the homogeneous model in Section 4.4.1,
H = (t |E [Si(0)] eλt = 1) = lnN
λ
since E [Si(0)] = 1/N .
To understand the case when nodes have different rates, we reason as follows. Assume
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that at time t0 a message is held by a node Ni having contact rate λi. Then at minimum, we
expect a path explosion to occur starting at t0 with rate λi among the subset of nodes with
contact rates greater than or equal to λi. That is, we can infer a lower bound on E [Sj(t− t0)]
proportional to eλi(t−t0) for all j such that λj ≥ λi. This subset path explosion means that
the number of paths arriving at nodes with rate λi or greater grows at least as fast as eλit.
Now if λi is relatively small compared to typical contact rates, then initially the subset
path explosion may proceed very slowly. However if at time t1 > t0, Ni encounters a node
Nj with contact rate λj > λi, then a more rapid path explosion beginning at t1 will occur
with rate λj among nodes with contact rates λj or greater.
Thus, if the source is a low-rate node, then there will be some initial time before it
encounters a high-rate node, at which point a high-rate path explosion occurs. This initial
time is related to H and so we argue that the time until high-rate path explosion occurs is
on the order of 1/λi. Thus in this case, T1 will tend to be larger than is typical.
Furthermore, if the destination is a low-rate node, then path explosion may not be able
to reach a high rate. Thus in this case, TE will tend to be large.
This model suggests that a critically important role is played by the contact rates of the
source and destination nodes. Then we can make the following hypotheses concerning the
relative sizes of T1 and TE for four situations:
• First, when λσ is high and λδ is high, then path explosion begins immediately and at
high rate. So both T1 and TE will tend to be small.
• Next, when λσ is high and λδ is low, then path explosion begins immediately but at
a low rate. So T1 will tend to be small but TE will tend to be large.
• Next, when λσ is low and λδ is high, then there is a significant period before path
explosion begins (on the order of 1/λσ) but, once begun, path explosion proceeds at
high rate. So T1 will tend to be large but TE will tend to be small.
• Finally, when λσ is low and λδ is low, then both T1 and TE will tend to be large.
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Figure 4.6: Path Explosion Plots Info 06 9-12 (a) in-in (b) in-out (c) out-in (d) out-out.
To explore whether these hypotheses hold in our data, we separated nodes in each
dataset into two equal-sized groups. The in set are those nodes with contact rates greater
than the median rate. The out set are those nodes with contact rates lower than the median
rate. Since rate distribution is approximately uniform (as shown in Chapter 3), the median
rate in each case is approximately half of the maximum rate.
Then each message (σ, δ, t1) can be placed into one of four cases: in-in, where λσ and
λδ are both high; in-out, where λσ is high and λδ is low; out-in, where λσ is low and λδ is
high; and out-out, where λσ and λδ are both low.
Using this labeling, we separate the points in Fig. 4.4 into four groups, which are plotted
separately in Fig. 4.6. Each plot has the same format as Fig. 4.4, except that only a subset
of points are included.
The figures suggest that our hypotheses hold to a certain extent. In particular,
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• For all the in-in messages, the optimal path duration T1 is very low and the time to
explosion TE is less than 150 seconds.
• For the in-out messages, the optimal path duration T1 is similar to the in-in messages,
i.e., small. However the time to explosion TE is much more variable and can take on
relatively large values.
• For the out-in case, the optimal path duration T1 tends to be larger than in the first
two cases, while the time to explosion TE is relatively small (as in the in-in case).
• Finally, for the out-out case, both T1 and TE can take on large values.
Results for other datasets are not shown due to lack of space, but generally showed similar
behavior.
In summary, we have shown two key results in this section. We have used an homo-
geneous analytical model to show how path explosion occurs. We have shown that path
explosion is an exponential function of both elapsed time and the rate λ at which nodes
come into contact. This addresses the first question about our empirical results, namely,
how and why does path explosion occur? Second, we have shed light on the other set of
questions arising from our empirical results by considering the effects of inhomogeneity in
rates. We have shown that by looking at the contact rates of the source and destination
nodes, one can gain insight into why the optimal path duration and the time to explosion
vary, and one can relate these quantities to the relative magnitudes of the two contact rates.
4.6 Summary
In order to understand the nature of the forwarding problem, we have taken the novel
approach of enumerating and characterizing the set of forwarding paths that are available
in settings under which MONs operate under.
The main result presented in this chapter is the observation that for most messages
there is a path explosion effect, meaning that while the optimal path may be long, there
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are usually a large number of nearly-optimal paths to the destination. We support this
result both analytically and empirically. We present a simple model of homogeneous inter-
node contact and show that path explosion is to be expected in that case. And we show
empirically that path explosion does occur in our data, although in a more complicated
manner due to varying contact rates across nodes. Our empirical results focus attention on
the difference between high contact rate (‘in’) nodes and low contact rate (‘out’) nodes.
Armed with the understanding of the nature of forwarding, we study different forwarding
algorithms in the next chapter.
Chapter 5
Evaluating Forwarding Approaches
In the previous chapter, we have developed insight into what sorts of paths are available
for use by forwarding algorithms in settings described in Chapter 1. This has laid the
groundwork for an understanding of how various forwarding algorithms perform in this
setting. In this chapter, we study the performance of a wide range of forwarding algorithms
and relate their performance to the results developed in previous chapter.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.1 we describe in detail the trace driven
methodology we used to simulate and study different algorithms. We will use trace-driven
simulations extensively for the rest of the thesis, so the details in this section are important
for understanding results presented in later chapters as well. We describe the algorithms
we study in Section 5.2. Some of the forwarding algorithms we develop in this chapter
are used in subsequent chapters as well. In Section 5.3, we discuss the results we obtain
from the trace-driven simulations. We show that performance of the different algorithms
we consider are roughly similar. We then investigate the reasons behind this observation,
and find connections to the path explosion effect described in Chapter 4. Based on the
observations, we focus on one forwarding scheme, forwarding to the highest contact rate
node, and we show that such a scheme can be effective in Section 5.4. We conclude in
Section 5.5.
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5.1 Trace-Driven Simulations
In order to study and compare different forwarding algorithms, we develop a trace-driven
simulator and implement these algorithms in the simulator. We use as input to our simulator
the contact traces described in Chapter 3. Since the traces we study are either 3 or 6 hours
long, each each simulation therefore ran for simulated time of either 3 or 6 hours.
For each trace and forwarding algorithm, we generate a set of messages (σ, δ, t1) uni-
formly at random. We generate messages according to a Poisson process with rate one
message per 4 seconds. As discussed in Chapter 4 we model nodes as having infinite buffers
and nodes carry all the messages they receive till the end of the simulation. We also assume
infinite bandwidth; we disregard contact durations for the simulations and assume that
message transfer happens in an instant and this transfer is not prone to channel effects and
other physical layer idiosyncrasies. We however modify this for Chapter 7, where we study
the effect of finite buffer sizes and finite bandwidth.
However there are a few special additions to the simulator that are worth mentioning:
• If a node with a message encounters the destination, and the destination has not yet
received the message, the message is delivered.
• If a node with a message encounters the destination, and the destination has received
the message, the message is not delivered. In addition, the node stops replicating and
forwarding this message.
All our results are averaged over 10 simulation runs. In this chapter, the metrics under
consideration are success rate S and average delay D as defined in Chapter 4. To avoid
end-effects, we generated messages for the first 2 hours for three hour traces and the first 5
hours for the 6 hour traces used that collection of messages for simulation purposes.
To summarize, we use a discrete-event simulator, which takes as input contact traces
that contain real contact events and messages generated in the simulator are replicated and
transmitted during these contact events. However in order to decide if and when messages
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are replicated and transmitted, we need forwarding algorithms to make these decisions. We
discuss the algorithms next.
5.2 Algorithms
Our goal in this section is not to determine which forwarding algorithm is “best” but to
compare the performance of a wide range of algorithms and gain insight into what properties
of a forwarding algorithm yield good performance. Hence we choose a set of algorithms
designed to span a range of design choices. However some of the algorithms we detail here
are revisited in later chapters as well.
The design choices include:
• Destination aware vs Destination unaware. Destination aware algorithms take the
choice of δ into consideration in forwarding, while destination unaware algorithms do
not. There is an explicit information trade-off here - the latter schemes need less
information.
• Single hop vs Multi hop Single hop algorithms use information about the most recent
contact or next expected contact; multi hop algorithms take into account sequences
of past or expected future contacts.
• Complete history vs Recent history vs Future knowledge. Complete history algo-
rithms take into account the entire past history of other nodes when forwarding.
Recent history algorithms taken into account only a limited amount of history (e.g.,
only the most recent encounter with the destination). Future knowledge algorithms
make use of oracles that provide knowledge of future behavior of the nodes. Future
knowledge algorithms are not practical but provide useful comparison cases. These
algorithms use information implicitly, through aggregate statistics of contact rates
seen over the entire experiment.
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Figure 5.1: Average Delay (sec) vs Success Rate (a) Infocom ’06 9-12 (b) Infocom ’06 3-6
(c) Conext 9-12 (d) Conext 3-6
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Figure 5.2: Delay Distributions (a) Infocom ’06 9-12 (b) Conext ’06 9-12
To span these design choices we use the following forwarding algorithms. Some of these
algorithms are known from the literature and others are modifications or extensions.
• Epidemic (Flooding) [VB00]: Node Ni forwards Mm to Nj unless Nj already has a
replica of Mm. Epidemic forwarding achieves the best possible performance, so this
algorithm yields upper bounds on success rate and average delay. However it is also
the case that epidemic forwarding will have the highest costs.
• Frequency [ECCD07]: NodeNi forwardsMm to nodeNj ifNj has more total contacts
(with all other nodes) than does Ni. This algorithm is destination independent. We
use two variants of this - an online version and a version which incorporates future
contacts as well (the version we hyphenate with ‘F’).
• Destination Frequency: Node Ni forwards Mm to Nj if Nj has contacted Mm’s des-
tination more often than has Ni. We use two versions of this - one which incorporates
future contacts (F) and one which is purely online; the statistics are updated with the
simulation.
• Destination Last Contact [DFGV03]: Node Ni forwards Mm to Nj if Nj has con-
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tacted Mm’s destination more recently than has Ni. This algorithm is also known as
FRESH [DFGV03]. This algorithm incorporates temporal information, as compared
to Frequency based algorithms noted above.
• Dynamic Programming: Node Ni calculates the average delay between all pairs of
nodes then finds the optimal path. This is based on the Minimum Expected Delay al-
gorithm [JFP04]. Dynamic Programming is based on both past and future knowledge
of internode contacts.
As can be seen our algorithms span different design choices. These algorithms will be
revisited again in later chapters, and new algorithms will be considered.
5.3 Observations
In this section, we describe the results obtained after simulating the algorithms described
in the previous section.
5.3.1 Similarity of Performance
The most striking aspect of our results is the similarity in performance of the various
different forwarding algorithms. This is illustrated in Figure 5.1. For each data set and
forwarding algorithm we plot the average delay vs success rate.
The figure shows that almost all forwarding algorithms show virtually identical perfor-
mance. The exception is epidemic routing (shown using square symbols in the plots) which
shows somewhat better performance than the others, since it always finds the optimal path
if one exists.
While the plots in Fig. 5.1 show the similarity of average delay, a more detailed view is
given in Fig. 5.2. This figure shows the entire distribution of delay. The figure shows that
the different algorithms show quite similar distributions of delay as well.
To explore reasons behind the similar performance of the different algorithms, we first
verify that message delivery is not ‘bursty’. That is, we confirm that the phenomenon is not
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Figure 5.3: Message Reception Times Infocom ’06 9-12
simply due to many nodes all making contact at relatively infrequent times. An example
scenario in the conference could be that participants convened at a common area after a
session and it was during this time period that many packets were delivered. To confirm
that this is not the case, we plot the cumulative totals of in Fig. 5.3. We plot the cumulative
totals of delivery times of all optimal and near-optimal paths. As can be seen, from the
roughly constant slope, the delivery rate is fairly uniform in time. This shows that there
are no special periods of time in which most messages are delivered.
Likewise, the fact that epidemic routing does noticeably better than the other algorithms
means that similarity in performance among algorithms does not occur because they are all
finding the same, optimal paths. That is, in many cases there are better paths to be found
than those chosen by most forwarding algorithms. However algorithms generally seem to
find paths that are close to, though not exactly, optimal.
To understand the remarkably similar performance of the many different forwarding
algorithms we examine which paths are being taken by the different algorithms. Some
typical results are shown in Fig. 5.4. Each plot in the figure corresponds to a particular
message (σ, δ, t1). The x axis measures the time since T1 for this particular message, and
the y axis shows the number of paths that reach the destination over time. Furthermore,
for each algorithm, its symbol is superimposed on the bar corresponding to the path chosen
by the algorithm.
The two cases in the figure show the typical path explosion phenomenon — the number
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.4: Paths taken by forwarding algorithms for two messages in Infocom ’06 9-12 (a)
Msg 88-82 (b) Msg 86-26
of paths arriving at the destination grows approximately exponentially with time. Fur-
thermore, the plots show that the paths used by all the forwarding algorithms reach the
destination early in the path explosion process.
For example, the left hand plot shows that for this particular message, Destination Last
Contact and Destination Frequency (F) are able to find paths arriving at time T1 (i.e.,
optimal paths) while Destination Frequency and Frequency (F) find paths arriving in the
next burst, 20 sec after T1. Finally Dynamic Programming finds a path arriving in the
third burst at 90 seconds after T1. The situation is similar for the case of the message in
the right hand plot.
This figure suggests that different algorithms may have similar (though non-optimal)
performance because of the large number of paths that reach the destination shortly after
T1. When there are a large number of nearly-optimal paths, a forwarding algorithm may
be able to find one of those paths relatively easily. That is, the existence of path explosion
may be a factor that allows many algorithms to achieve somewhat similar performance.
If this hypothesis is correct, then the performance of forwarding algorithms should be
strongly influenced by the way in which path explosion occurs. In Chapter 4 we found that
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path explosion occurs in different ways for different types of source-destination pairs, i.e.,
in-in, in-out, out-in, and out-out. Here we can put that insight to use.
If the path explosion effect is a major reason why different forwarding algorithms have
similar performance, then algorithm performance should be fairly similar within pair types
and quite different between pair types. For example, algorithm performance should be
similar across all in-in pairs, but performance on in-in pairs should be quite different from
that on in-out pairs.
To see whether this is the case, we separate our simulation results by pair type. The
results are shown in Fig. 5.5. The figure shows the average delay and success rate across
the four pair types for each of the six forwarding algorithms.
The figure shows that success and delay depend primarily on the type of the source-
destination pair as opposed to the type of algorithms used. All forwarding algorithms, with
the exception of epidemic, again show similar performance.
However the figure also shows that, once messages are broken down by pair type, differ-
ences between forwarding algorithms start to emerge. In particular, we note a difference for
algorithms making use of maximum information about contact patterns – i.e., Destination
Frequency (F) and Dynamic Programming, which use both past and future information.
These algorithms outperform others, but only in the case where one node is an ‘out’ node.
That is, in the case where both nodes are ‘in’ nodes, then information about contact pat-
terns is not particularly helpful. However, when one or both nodes are ‘out’ nodes, then
maximum information about contact patterns is helpful.
Digging deeper, we see that Frequency (F) performs particularly well when the source
node is an ‘out’ node. Recalling the discussion in Chapter 4, when a source node has low
rate λσ, then rapid path explosion does not occur until the message has been moved to a
high rate node with λi > λσ. This is consistent with the strategy of Frequency (F). Note
that Frequency (F) is a destination-unaware strategy — it only seeks to move the message
toward nodes with higher contact rates, i.e., those with λi > λσ.
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Figure 5.5: Performance of Forwarding Algorithms on Different Types of Source-Destination
Pairs: (a) Average Delay (b) Success Rate.
5.4 Effective Forwarding
These results suggest some heuristics for effective forwarding in settings like pocket switched
networks. In particular, they suggest that a forwarding algorithm will be successful if it
causes path explosion to take place as quickly as possible. This is a somewhat different
principle for forwarding than has typically been used in past proposals. That is, rather than
seeking to find a short path to the destination directly, a forwarding algorithm may instead
work to cause path explosion to occur as quickly as possible. This suggests forwarding
toward high rate nodes preferentially, regardless of their relationship to the destination. We
can use our enumeration of paths to check whether forwarding toward high rate nodes is
an effective strategy. If it is, then the nodes making up the near-optimal paths should tend
to increase in rate along the path. That is, hops along successful paths should tend to be
from lower-rate nodes to higher-rate nodes.
We test this hypothesis by inspecting the contact rate of nodes appearing at each hop
along near-optimal paths. Note that for different paths, message delivery will occur after
different numbers of hops, so the set of nodes at any given hop may contain nodes at the
beginning, middle, or end of their respective paths. Nonetheless this aggregate view can
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Figure 5.7: Mean rates of Intermediate Nodes BoxPlots (Ratios) Infocom ’06 9-12
tell us if any general trend is present. The results are shown in Fig. 5.6, which plots the
mean of node contact rates along the near-optimal paths for the Infocom 2006 9-12 dataset.
Error bars are plotted corresponding to a 99% confidence interval on the mean; in many
cases the confidence intervals are too small to see. The figure shows that for the first three
hops of near-optimal paths, the contact rates of the nodes tends to increase. After a slight
drop-off at hop 4, the mean contact rate then levels off. The reasons for the drop at hop 4
are not clear, but it may be because by that point most messages have been delivered and
sample sizes are small.
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While Fig. 5.6 gives an aggregate view of nodes on forwarding paths, it does not indicate
whether individual paths tend to progress from lower-rate toward higher-rate nodes. To
verify that this is indeed the case, we look at the ratio of rates r = λj/λi for consecutive
nodes i, j along near-optimal paths. If our hypotheses is correct, then these ratios will tend
to be greater than 1. We plot the results as box-and-whiskers plots in Fig. 5.7. These plots
show the distribution of r values for successive hops. For each hop, the box shows the limits
of the 25 and 75 percentiles of the distribution and the median is marked. The figure shows
that nearly all of the first hops are to nodes with higher rate than the source. Likewise, the
second and third hops tend to be toward higher-rate nodes as well.
The picture that emerges from the results in this chapter gives a better view of the
nature of node mobility, contact patterns, and forwarding performance in a conference type
setting. In broad terms, the picture is as follows. Connection patterns between nodes lead to
an exponential path explosion effect whose rate depends on the contact rates of nodes. Since
contact rate varies considerably across nodes, path explosion occurs much faster among the
higher rate nodes than the lower rate nodes. In this setting successful forwarding relies
on moving the message toward high contact rate nodes so that path explosion can occur
quickly. Once path explosion occurs among high contact rate nodes, contact between one
of them and the destination leads to message delivery.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter, we studied the performance of different forwarding algorithms using real
mobility traces. A principal observation is that most of these algorithms show similar per-
formance, where performance is defined as success rate and delay. This led us to investigate
the reasons for this similar performance, and we found the path explosion effect (described
earlier in Chapter 4) is a driver for the observed similarity of performance. Due to the path
explosion effect, most of the algorithms we studied find one of the many sub-optimal paths.
Our results also prompted us to investigate one particular scheme in detail – namely, that
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of always forwarding to the highest rate node. We find that while most of the algorithms
perform similarly in terms of success rate and delay, they do differ in terms of cost incurred.
We therefore focus our attention on cost in the next chapter.
Chapter 6
Reducing Forwarding Costs: Delegation Forwarding
From the previous chapters, we have learned that forwarding algorithms spanning different
design choices do not differ much in terms of performance, that is, success rate and average
delay. We explain this with the help of the path explosion phenomenon we described in
Chapter 4. The focus therefore, shifts to cost of forwarding algorithms.
One of the biggest challenges in designing effective forwarding algorithms for mobile
opportunistic networks is the scarcity of resources. Operating under such constraints, one of
the main goals for any forwarding algorithm would be to be effective, while reducing costs in
the network. This chapter describes our attempt at designing forwarding algorithms which
leave a very small cost footprint in the networks we study. We refer to the algorithm we
develop as Delegation Forwarding.
6.1 Overview
Forwarding algorithms can be placed on a spectrum from epidemic forwarding [VB00] which
relies on flooding the network with messages to wait-for-destination scheme or one-hop relay
in which a source node forwards only if it encounters the destination. While the former
scheme guarantees delivery of the message if a path exists, it comes at a high cost; the latter
scheme has the least cost but also has a low success rate.
Most forwarding algorithms seek to find a middle ground between these two extremes
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by relying on information that can be learned during contacts. Algorithms differ in the
type of information used as well as how it is used; however, many algorithms make use of
some kind of forwarding metric. We refer generically to the value of a node’s metric as its
quality. At any contact, a node with a lower quality metric will forward messages to the
node with higher quality. Examples of this include FRESH [DFGV03], in which a node will
forward if it encounters another node that has seen the destination more recently; greedy-
total [ECCD07] in which a node will forward if it encounters nodes with a higher contact
rate than itself and SimBet routing [DH07] which relies on a metric calculated using social
analysis techniques. In essence, most algorithms try to select good intermediate nodes for
forwarding using only local information while endeavoring to minimize costs. A secondary
goal is to ensure fairness by balancing costs across nodes.
This work starts from the observation that to reduce costs, we might seek to forward
only to the highest-quality nodes. This suggests that the problem consists of making timely
forwarding decisions by observing a sequence of samples. The main contribution is a new
forwarding strategy based on this observation that is explicitly designed to reduce costs
while achieving high performance. We refer to this as delegation forwarding.
The main idea of delegation forwarding is as follows. We assume each node has an
associated quality metric. A node will forward a message only if it encounters another node
whose quality metric is greater than any seen by the message so far. We show that despite
the simplicity of this strategy, it works surprisingly well.
This chapter is organized as follows. We first formalize the problem of minimum cost
forwarding and describe delegation forwarding in Section 6.2. We devote Section 6.3 to anal-
yse delegation forwarding where we show that in a N -node network, delegation forwarding
has expected cost O(
√
N) while the naive scheme of forwarding to any higher quality node
has expected cost O(N). We next discuss the issue of cost imbalance under the presence
of delegation forwarding in Section 6.4. In order to investigate whether delegation schemes
are effective in real-world scenarios, we study delegation forwarding on real mobility traces
in Section 6.5. We find that delegation forwarding shows performance as good as other
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schemes at a much lower cost. We compare algorithms in terms of performance (rate of
successful delivery and mean delivery delay) as well as cost (number of message replicas
created). We also look into cost imbalance on a per-node basis of different algorithms. We
find that while most delegation strategies do a good job in balancing cost, the delegation
strategy with destination contact rate as the metric does very well. We summarize our
findings in Section 6.6.
6.2 Delegation Forwarding
We work in the following setting: we assume a set of mobile nodes Ni ∈ M with |M| = N .
Nodes generate messages over time; each message has a particular source σ ∈ M and
destination δ ∈ M. At random times nodes come into contact, meaning that they are
capable of exchanging messages. Messages are transmitted in whole from node to node at
time instants during node contact intervals, after which both nodes hold message replicas. In
our analysis we make no assumptions about the time instants when messages are generated
or the time needed for transmission; in our simulations we generate messages according to
a Poisson process, and messages are transmitted with no transmission lag. Nodes do not
possess any a priori knowledge of the number of nodes in the system or knowledge of any
properties of the other nodes.
The metrics we are concerned with are the ones we defined in Chapter 4. They are:
(1) cost, which is the number of replicas per generated message in the network; (2) success
rate, which is the fraction of generated messages for which at least one replica is eventually
delivered; and (3) average delay, which is the average duration between a message’s gener-
ation and the first arrival of one of its replicas at the destination. By “high performance”
we mean high success rate and low average delay. Furthermore, we distinguish per-node
cost variants: (1) node transmission load, which is the number of message replicas a node
has to forward and (2) node memory load, which is the number of message replicas a node
has to store in its buffer.
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For any given node Ni, the forwarding problem in this setting reduces to the simple
question: “upon contact with node Nj , which (if any) of the messages I am holding should
I forward to Nj?” As stated in Section 6.1, we abstract the information available during a
contact event to a quality metric associated with each node and message. By the nature of
the metric, moving the message to a node with higher quality for this message makes the
message more likely to be delivered.
For many algorithms, the answer to the forwarding question is “forward message m if
Nj’s quality for message m is higher than mine.” This is a tradeoff between the high cost
of flooding the network and the low success rate of waiting to encounter the destination.
However, the cost of this approach can still be quite high, as we show in Section 6.3.
Algorithm 1 Delegation Forwarding
Let N1, . . . ,NN be nodes
Let M1, . . . ,MM be messages
Node Ni has quality xim and threshold τim for Mm.
INITIALIZE ∀i,m : τim ← xim
On contact between Ni and node Nj:
for m in 1, . . . ,M do
if Mm is currently held by Ni then
if τim < xjm then
τim ← xjm
if Nj does not have Mm then
forward Mm from Ni to Nj
end if
end if
end if
end for
To reduce costs even more, we make the requirement for forwarding more stringent.
Our approach seeks to forward the message only to the highest quality nodes in the system.
Conceptually, we would like to create a small number of replica copies, and place them with
the nodes which are the very best candidates for eventual delivery to the destination. Thus
the forwarding question in our approach becomes “is Nj among the very highest quality
nodes for message m?”
Since there is no a priori or global knowledge of node quality, our forwarding question
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is an instance of an optimal stopping problem [Shi08]. The problem of optimal stopping is
concerned with choosing a time to take an action based on sequentially observed random
variables in order to maximize an expected payoff; the classic secretary problem is the best-
known example [AMW95]. In our case the expected payoff is the average quality of the
nodes that eventually are holding the message.
Optimal stopping theory suggests that a simple strategy appropriate for this problem
is to select the maximum over the observations so far. In fact, this approach has simi-
larities to the hiring strategies studied in [BKK+08]. That paper considered a company
interviewing candidates one by one and seeking to maximize average employee quality. A
possible strategy would be to only hire candidates better than all current employees, called
themax strategy. In fact, max is not a particular good strategy for hiring, since the rate of
hiring decreases as time goes on, as shown in [BKK+08]. However, the forwarding problem
is subtly different: when messages are forwarded, they are replicated and so become more
numerous. This counteracts the slowdown in forwarding rate of any given message replica,
and makes max surprisingly effective.
Delegation forwarding then consists of using themax strategy over quality to answer the
forwarding question. A formal statement of delegation forwarding is given in Algorithm 1.
6.3 Analysis of Cost
In this section we analyze delegation forwarding and show that it reduces expected costs
dramatically compared to the naive alternative.
6.3.1 Assumptions
As described in the previous section, we assume the existence of a quality metric with the
property that nodes with higher quality are better candidates as intermediate carriers of a
message than are nodes of lower quality. The quality metric can be destination-specific or
destination-independent. A destination-specific quality metric is one that varies depending
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on the destination of a message. For example, FRESH [DFGV03] uses the time elapsed
since the last contact with the destination as a metric. Other quality metrics, such as the
total contact rate of a node (described in Chapters 4, 5) is the same for all destinations and
hence destination-independent. The results we present on the cost of delegation forwarding
apply equally to both cases; hence for simplicity we drop the message subscript m from
xim and refer only to xi. We study cost imbalance only for the destination-independent
case. That case is intuitively the worst case scenario for imbalance, since in that case
high quality nodes are the same regardless of destination. In Section 6.5 we will consider
forwarding algorithms in simulation having destination-dependent quality metrics and we
will see resulting improvements in cost imbalance.
Depending on the forwarding algorithm used, a node’s quality metric and contact rate
may be dependent or may be independent. For example, choosing the total contact rate
of a node as its quality metric has been discussed in Chapter 4. We show below that our
results apply in the two extreme cases where quality and rate of nodes are independent,
and when they are identical.
We assume that the node quality metric xi follows a uniform distribution on the in-
terval (0, 1]. On one hand, we note that if the quality metric is the node’s contact
rate, it corresponds to the distribution observed empirically in some conference settings
(see [ECCD07, CHC+05]). Note that a uniform distribution of rates is not inconsis-
tent with a power-law distribution of inter-contact times, which have been observed in
[CE07, CHC+05, KBV07]. On the other hand, we note that when quality is independent
of contact rate, this assumption is not a restriction. In that case, the absolute value of the
metric can be changed arbitrarily as long as the ordering between nodes is preserved. Any
distribution can then be mapped to the uniform case.
We further assume that the node quality metric xi is time-invariant. However we relax
this assumption in our simulations, where some of the node quality metrics we use are
continously updated.
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6.3.2 Cost
In the following, we consider a single message and study how many times it is forwarded
before reaching a node with a high quality metric. This allows us to prove a bound on the
number of copies created for each message. The initial part of our analysis makes use of
the framework set out in [BKK+08].
Quality Independent of Contact Rate
For any node i maintaining a quality metric xi (which lies between (0; 1]) and a threshold
value τi, we focus on the gap gi = 1 − τi between the current threshold and 1. The node
that generates the message has threshold initially equal to its quality, i.e., τi = xi. We
denote the initial gap g = 1− xi.
Consider a node that updated its gap value n times. We denote the node’s current gap
as the random variable Gn. Since nodes meet according to rates that are independent of
node quality, the node is equally likely to meet a node with any particular quality value.
The next update of the gap of the nodes then occurs as soon as it meets a node with a
quality greater than Gn, and all values above this threshold are equally likely.
Hence, we can write
Gn+1 = Gn · U , (6.1)
where U is independent of Gn and follows a uniform distribution on (0, 1]. By induction we
then find:
E [Gn+1| Gn] = Gn2 , hence E [Gn] =
g
2n
.
Moreover, from Eq.(6.1), we see that Gn approximately follows a lognormal distribution
(see §2.2 in [BKK+08]), with median gen . Hence the distribution is highly skewed with most
of the probability mass below the mean, and so with large probability we have Gn ≤ g2n .
By setting E [Gn] = (, we find that the number of handoff stages it will take to get
within ( of the highest contact rate node is
g/( = 2n, so n = log2(g/(). (6.2)
If we want to get to the highest contact rate node, then ( = 1/N .
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Let us describe the replication process via a dynamic binary tree T , which contains
all the nodes that have a copy of the message. Initially T contains a single node with
associated gap g. Each time a node with a copy of the message meets another node having
higher quality than any node seen so far, we create two children of the node. The children
represent each of the two nodes, and both have associated the updated gap value. Note
that different branches of this tree may grow more quickly than others. We wish to bound
the total size of this tree.
We define the set B = {i |xi ≥ 1 − g√N }, which we call the target set. We will also
identify a subtree of the tree T in which children are excluded for nodes having a threshold
above 1− g√
N
. We call this subtree the target-stopped tree.
The essential observation is the following: if n is close to log2(
√
N), then except with
a small probability, a node at generation n in the tree has a gap at most g/2n ≤ g/√N .
This is because of the highly skewed nature of the distribution of Gn, as described above.
Hence, we can safely assume that the target-stopped tree has depth at most n. Note that
the total number nodes of appearing at generations 0, 1, . . . , n − 1 is at most 2n = √N .
We can now bound the size of the entire tree T , since all nodes at generations n, n+1, . . .
are included in the target set B. Hence, the total size of this tree is at most:
Cdelegation(g) !
√
N + |B| = (1 +√g) ·√N,
hence
E [Cdelegation] !
5
3
√
N . (6.3)
In contrast, the usual style of forwarding algorithm makes no threshold adaptation. A
message starting at a node with gap g will eventually reach each of the nodes with higher
quality, so that the cost
Cno-delegation(g) = gN , hence E [Cno-delegation] =
N
2
. (6.4)
Hence we see that delegation forwarding narrows the set of targeted nodes as additional
message copies get created. This saves a significant fraction of the cost, while still causing
the message to reach the most important nodes.
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Quality Equal to Contact Rate
So far we have analyzed the case where node contact rates are independent of their quality
metric. In reality, this may not always be the case since in some cases a good candidate for
forwarding a message is a node that is met frequently by other nodes. To address this, we
consider here an extreme case, namely, where quality and contact rates are identical. This
corresponds to a forwarding strategy “forward to high contact rate nodes.” We will show
that the delegation scheme can take advantage of this correlation, and that the resulting
costs are as good or better than in the previous section.
We assume that the contacts between the nodes follow a product form: each node i has
a total contact rate λi, and the rate of contact between nodes i and j is simply equal to the
product λiλj/
∑
j λj . In other words, the rate of contact for a given pair of nodes depends
on the nodes chosen via their total contact rates.
Since quality and contact rates are identical, xi = λi and both are distributed uniformly
on the interval (0, 1]. As a result, we note that nodes with higher quality are met more often
than nodes with lower quality. Hence, the quality of the next node met is not distributed
uniformly. Instead we have:
P [next node met has quality ∈ [x, x+ dx] ] =
P [next node met has rate ∈ [λ,λ+ dλ] ] =
λ dλ∫ 1
0 λ dλ
= 2λ dλ = 2x dx. (6.5)
As before, instead of considering a node’s threshold, we consider the gap gi = 1 − τi.
Looking at one node, we denote by Gn its gap after n updates. After conditioning on the
current value of the gap Gn and substituting 1− g for x, we have in expectation:
E [Gn+1| Gn] =
∫ Gn
0 g · 2(1 − g)dg∫ Gn
0 2(1 − g)dg
= Gn
(
1− 23Gn
2−Gn
)
. (6.6)
Note that the function h : x → 1−(2/3)x2−x is strictly decreasing, approaching 12 when x → 0
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and 13 when x→ 1. Hence we have,
Gn−1
3
< E [Gn|Gn−1] < Gn−1
2
,
and so by induction,
g
3n
< E [Gn] <
g
2n
.
So we obtain a gap on average within ( of the minimum value after n handoffs, with n in
the range
log3(g/() < n < log2(g/().
This shows the number of handoff stages needed to get within ( of the highest quality node
is less than in the independent case. Hence the independent case expression Cdelegation(g) !
(1 +
√
g)
√
N is an upper bound for the delegation cost in the case where quality is equal
to contact rate, and so the improvement in cost when using delegation forwarding is even
greater in this case.
Numerical Results
To confirm our analytical results, we simulated a collection of nodes interacting randomly
with a mixture of contact rates, and generating messages uniformly at random with respect
to source and destination, where the quality metric used was total contact rate. In Fig. 6.1
we compare the measured cost (message copies per message created) in simulation to that
predicted by Equations (6.3) and (6.4). The plot shows that in practice the costs of dele-
gation forwarding as a function of number of nodes is close to predictions, and it confirms
the dramatic improvement in cost when using delegation forwarding.
6.4 Cost Imbalance
While the last section showed that the overall cost in terms of message replicas is dramati-
cally reduced under delegation forwarding, it is also important to ask whether the costs are
fairly (i.e., equally) shared among the nodes.
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Figure 6.1: Cost as function of number of nodes.
To answer this question, we proceed in stages. We return to making the assumption
that a node’s quality and contact rate are independent. Then, the first question we ask is as
follows. Given a node N with quality a that is holding a message. What is the probability
that this node will at some point forward this packet to a node N ′ having quality x?
Denote this probability density p(x|a). Note that p(x|a) is not a distribution over x
because N may forward its message more than once. However the probability of forwarding
to any single node is not greater than 1. That is, for any integer u < N , 1/N ·p(u/N |0) ≤ 1.
Theorem 6.4.1. Given a node N with quality a that is holding a message. The probability
that this node will at some point forward this packet to a node N ′ having quality x > a is
proportional to 1−a1−x , for x ≤ 1− 1/N .
Proof. First consider the case where a = 0. Denote the quality of the node forwarded to on
forward number i, and not before as Xi. The probability distribution of Xi is pXi(·). Then
p(x|0) is equal to:
p(x|0) =
∞∑
i=1
pXi(x) (6.7)
These events are mutually exclusive so the sum is valid. Now the distribution of X1 is
the uniform distribution on (0,1]. We can obtain Xi for successive is by the law of total
probability:
pXi(x) =
∫ 1
0
pXi(x|Xi−1 = u)pXi−1(u) du
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pX2(x) =
∫ 1
0
pX2(x|X1 = x1)pX1(x1) dx1
=
∫ x
0
1/(1 − x1) dx1
= − ln(1− x)
In the same manner we find that pX3(x) =
1
2 ln
2(1−x) and pX4(x) = −16 ln3(1−x). So we can
see that pXn(x) = ± 1n−1! lnn−1(1− x) with alternating signs. Returning to Equation (6.7),
we can now write:
p(x|0) =
∞∑
i=1
pXi(x)
= 1− ln(1− x) + 1
2
ln2(1− x)
− 1
6
ln3(1− x) + . . .
To evaluate this sum, consider it a function of x. That is, f(x) = p(x|0). Then we note
from differentiating the infinite sum above that f ′(x) = 11−x f(x). Thus
f(x) =
k
1− x for some k > 0
since then f ′(x) = k/(1 − x)2 = 1/(1 − x) f(x). Since f(0) = 1, we find that k = 1.
For the case when a > 0, we reason that the same relationship should apply, with the
range (a, 1] mapped to the range (0, 1]. Then,
p(x|a) = 1
1− x−a1−a
=
1− a
1− x
Where the expression x−a1−a maps an x in the range (a, 1] to the range (0, 1].
This agrees with intuition: if a node with quality zero is holding the message, the
probability that a node of quality 1/N will receive the message is 1/N ; a node of quality
1/2 will receive the message with probability 2/N ; and a node of quality 1−1/N will receive
the message with probability 1.
Now we can begin to answer the question of cost imbalance. Given a node N having
quality x, what is the expected number of messages M that will be sent to it?
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Figure 6.2: Cost Imbalance, 100 nodes. (a) Node Memory Load and (b) Node Transmission Load;
as a function of quality.
Denote the probability that a node with quality x generates a message as pm(x). Assume
that messages are generated uniformly, so pm(x) = 1. Then this is
E[M |x] =
∫ x
0
p(x|a) pm(a) da
=
∫ x
0
1− a
1− x da
=
2x− x2
2− 2x (6.8)
For example, assume each node generates one message and there are 100 nodes. Then
the graph in Figure 6.2(a), which is a plot of Equation (6.8) at intervals of 1/100, shows
how many messages each node should be expected to receive. For example, node 99 will
receive 50 messages.
Further, we can also address the question of forwarding cost. Given the same assump-
tions as above, how many messages should a node expect to have to forward, i.e., what is
E[F |x]?
We reason, as in the analysis of overall forwarding cost in Section 6.3.2, that a node
having quality x and holding a message needs to forward it approximately k(x) times, where
k(x) is given by:
2k(x) =
(1− x)N
2k(x)
.
As before, the reasoning behind this is that it is approximately the case that at some point
after n forwards, 2n nodes will be holding the message, and there will be gN/2n nodes of
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higher quality not holding the packet. Here g is the initial gap, i.e., 1− x. Then there will
be n+ 1 forwards altogether.
This means k(x) is n+ 1 = log2((1− x)N). So to answer our question,
E[F |x] = E[M |x]k(x).
Continuing the same example, the expected number of forwarded messages is shown in
Figure 6.2(b). The median value is 4.2 and the maximum is 25.
Thus we conclude that both node memory load and node transmission load are unevenly
distributed. Node memory load is more highly skewed than node transmission load because
as a node’s quality increases, the number of nodes it must send to diminishes. In a 100
node system the busiest node has about five times the transmission load of a typical node,
and the top 5% have at least four times the transmission load of a typical node. Overall,
this level of imbalance is undesirable but not prohibitive.
6.5 Evaluation on Real Traces
In the previous section we analyzed delegation forwarding and showed that it can dramati-
cally reduce costs. In this section we show that, given realistic contact patterns, delegation
forwarding can yield performance comparable to non-delegation approaches, and compara-
ble to the best known forwarding algorithms. Further, we assess the degree of cost imbalance
under delegation forwarding and show that in realistic contact patterns, certain delegation
forwarding algorithms show cost imbalance no worse than the best alternatives.
We use the datasets described in Chapter 3, namely the four conference datasets and
the four university based datasets.
6.5.1 Experiments
We implemented a variety of forwarding algorithms in a trace-driven simulator described
in detail in Chapter 5. Our metrics are success rate, average delay, and cost (as defined in
Chapter 4).
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Figure 6.3: Performance of Forwarding Algorithms. Top Row: Infocom 06 9-12; Infocom
06 3-6; Conext 06 9-12. Middle Row: Conext 06 3-6; UCSD 9-3; UCSD 3-9. Bottom Row:
RealityGSM; RealityBT. For each dataset, plot is Cost versus Success Rate
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Figure 6.4: Performance of Forwarding Algorithms. Top Row: Infocom 06 9-12; Infocom
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We selected forwarding algorithms so as to include both well-known existing algorithms
as well as algorithms that span a wide range of design choices. All these algorithms are
distributed and operate in an online manner working with local information. For each
algorithm we describe the rule used to decide whether to forward a message Mm held by
Ni when node Ni meets node Nj . Most of the algorithms have been described in Chapter 5.
We describe the algorithms here again, for convenience. In addition, we also describe some
other algorithms which we implement
Epidemic (Flooding) [VB00]: Node Ni forwards Mm to Nj unless Nj already has
a replica of Mm. Epidemic forwarding achieves the best possible performance, so this
algorithm yields upper bounds on success rate and average delay. However it is also the
case that epidemic forwarding will have the highest costs.
Frequency [ECCD07]: Node Ni forwardsMm to node Nj if Nj has more total contacts
(with all other nodes) than does Ni. This algorithm is destination independent.
Last Contact: NodeNi forwardsMm to Nj ifNj has contacted any node more recently
than has Ni. This algorithm too is destination independent.
Destination Frequency: Node Ni forwards Mm to Nj if Nj has contacted Mm’s
destination more often than has Ni.
Destination Last Contact [DFGV03]: Node Ni forwards Mm to Nj if Nj has con-
tacted Mm’s destination more recently than has Ni. This algorithm is also known as
FRESH [DFGV03].
Spray and Wait (SpWt) [SPR08]: Mm’s source initially creates l replicas of Mm. If
node Ni has k > 1 replicas of Mm and Nj has no replicas, Ni will forward half its replicas
to Nj and keep the other half. If node Ni has just one replica ofMm, it uses the destination
last contact rule (described above). We use two variants, having l = 4 and 8.
SimBet [DH07]: Node Ni forwards Mm to node Nj if Nj scores higher on the simbet
metric. To compute the simbet metric, one views the underlying contact graph as a social
encounter graph, and incorporates two social measures (similarity and betweenness) of a
node. Only one replica of the message exists in the network. We use the same parameters
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used in [DH07].
The delegation schemes we consider are: Delegation Destination Frequency, Del-
egation Destination Last Contact, Delegation Frequency, and Delegation Last
Contact, each of which is obtained by applying the delegation forwarding strategy to the
corresponding algorithm above.
6.5.2 Results
Cost The results of our simulations are shown in Fig. 6.3 and Fig. 6.4. Each plot in
Fig. 6.3 shows success rate versus cost and mean delay versus cost in Fig. 6.4. The eight
pairs of plots correspond to the eight traces we analyzed, as listed in the caption to the
figure. In these plots, the four triangles (at different orientations) correspond to the four
delegation forwarding algorithms we studied.
In the success rate versus cost plots, the best algorithms are those closest to the upper
left corner; in the delay versus cost plots the best are in the lower left corner. Our first
observation is that usually, one of the delegation algorithms occupies the best position in
these plots. This means two things: first, as expected, delegation forwarding has very
low costs – usually the lowest of any algorithm. Second, and more surprisingly, delegation
forwarding usually performs about as well as most other forwarding algorithms. Indeed,
delegation schemes reduce cost drastically, by as much as 3/4 of the original cost, while
maintaining approximately the same success rate with a modest increase in average delay.
Taken as a whole across all these plots, delegation forwarding is clearly the best choice for
trading off performance and cost.
We note that in terms of success rate, it is often the case that most forwarding algorithms
have performance within a narrow range. This is also true for mean delay, although the
range of variation can be larger. These results suggest that forwarding algorithms differ
mostly in the costs incurred, rather than performance, which is consistent with previous
results in Chapter 5 and argues for favoring delegation forwarding.
Looking more closely at the variants of delegation forwarding, we see that delegation
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Figure 6.5: Plots (Infocom 9-12) (a) Number of Transmissions (b) Queue Lengths
destination frequency is most often the best of the delegation approaches. This makes sense
because, being destination-specific, the algorithm has more information to work with, and
hence becomes more selective in forwarding.
Cost Imbalance In Section 6.3 we showed analytically that node memory and node
transmission loads can be unevenly distributed across nodes when the quality metric is
independent of destination. It is important to ask how serious this problem is in realistic
settings, and also whether destination-dependent quality metrics show different behavior.
To answer these questions we plot the node transmission load and node memory load
(normalized) for three non-delegation approaches and two variants of delegation forwarding.
The results are shown in Fig. 6.5. Fig. 6.5(a) shows that all algorithms suffer approximately
equally from imbalance in node transmission load, except delegation frequency which has
noticeably higher imbalance. The imbalance seen for delegation frequency (where quality of
node is equal to its contact rate) is in line with analytical results (Section 6.3), e.g., the top
5% of the nodes transmit almost 5 times more than a typical node. Delegation destination
frequency however shows no more imbalance than any of the non-delegation schemes. This
occurs because under the destination frequency approach, the highest quality nodes for
different destinations tend to be different. (We have verified this via additional analysis,
but space does not permit their inclusion.)
Fig. 6.5(b) shows imbalance in node memory load. As expected from analysis, node
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memory load is more skewed for delegation frequency than was node transmission load.
For example, the top 10% of the nodes have around 8 times the load of a typical node,
consistent with analysis. Once again however, delegation destination forwarding shows no
greater imbalance than the non-destination approaches.
6.6 Summary
Forwarding in mobile opportunistic networks is a challenging problem. An objective of
many forwarding algorithms is to reduce cost while trying to keep success rate high and
delays low. These algorithms often rely on a quality metric associated with nodes in the
network to make forwarding decisions. The main contribution of this chapter is to propose
a new forwarding strategy explicitly designed to reduce costs while maintaining the high
performance of such algorithms.
We start with the observation that in order to reduce costs, a good strategy could be
to forward only to the highest-quality nodes. However the distribution of node quality is
not known, so every node has to decide if a current encounter is with a high-quality node
or not by relying on past contacts. This is an instance of an optimal stopping problem, and
seen in that light, a good strategy is for a node to only forward a message to nodes with
quality greater than any seen so far for this message. This is delegation forwarding.
We analyze two variants of delegation forwarding, considering both the cases where
quality is independent of the underlying contact rate and also where quality is identical
to a node’s contact rate. In both these cases we show that delegation forwarding reduces
expected costs dramatically (from O(N) to O(
√
N)) while still ensuring that messages reach
the highest quality nodes. We also study the fairness of delegation forwarding in terms of the
distribution of per-node cost. We show that when node quality is independent of message
destination, delegation forwarding can induce a moderate level of imbalance in per-node
cost.
We then turn to studying the performance of delegation forwarding on real mobility
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traces and observe that overall, delegation forwarding approaches are preferable to any of
a set of commonly-studied forwarding algorithms. Delegation approaches generally achieve
comparable performance to well-known alternatives while also generally achieving remark-
ably low costs. Furthermore, we show that when evaluated in realistic settings, delegation
forwarding using destination contact frequency as its metric shows no greater per-node
imbalance than non-delegation alternatives, suggesting that the worst-case results from
analysis need not be experienced in practice.
All our studies on forwarding algorithms so far assume the presence of infinite buffers
at nodes, as well as infinite bandwidth. Clearly these assumptions do not hold in practical
situations. We therefore focus our attention on the same scenarios and consider finite buffers
and bandwidth in the next chapter.
Chapter 7
Resource Constrained Scenarios
The previous chapters in this thesis, and indeed previous work [ECCD07, DFGV03, SPR08,
DH07, ECCD08] have focussed on addressing the challenge of handling unpredictible mobil-
ity of underlying nodes. However, there has been little work done to address the challenge
of forwarding under resource constraints, that include limited battery life, short contact
durations and small buffers.
For a mobile network operating under such constraints, the joint question of which
messages to transmit and which messages to drop becomes important. As with a forwarding
algorithm, every node should be able to decide which messages are transmitted and which
messages are dropped based on the information the node has, all the while balancing the
trade-offs that exist between success rate, delay and cost. Hence there is a need to develop
and study prioritization schemes for messages such that nodes can forward high priority
messages and drop low priority messages.
7.1 Overview
Message prioritization can be performed independent of the underlying forwarding algo-
rithm. Such schemes include FIFO [VB00], LIFO and TTL-based algorithms [SPR08].
While such schemes are easy to implement, the fact that they do not take into account net-
work information can lead to poor performance and suboptimal use of the scarce resources.
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For the schemes that do use network information to make informed decisions there is a
crucial question: on the one hand, one can assign high priorities to messages that are close
to their intended destination. A node following such a scheme, will upon an encounter, drop
the message farthest from its destination and transmit the message closest to its destination.
Proposed schemes which share this philosophy include PREP [RHB+07] and DLE [DFL01].
On the other hand, one can decide to assign high priorities to messages which are farthest
away from their destination [BGJL06]. Following such a scheme, the first message that will
get dropped will be the message that is closest to its destination, and the first message which
will get transmitted (after delivering the those messages destined to the encountered node)
will be the message farthest from the destination. Clearly the notion of network distance
to a destination is extremely important in such schemes that use network information.
The work presented in this chapter starts with the observation that in order to develop
an effective prioritization scheme, it is useful to study dropping schemes and transmission
schemes independently of each other. In order to facilitate our study, we develop and study
a message prioritization scheme based on delegation forwarding algorithms developed in
Chapter 6.
In the previous chapter we have shown that delegation schemes reduce costs by relying
on principles of optimal stopping theory to decide when to forward messages. These schemes
rely on a forwarding metric assigned to every node, that is generically referred to as ‘quality’
for that node. This metric determines the probability of successful delivery of messages to
their intended destination, and hence convey the notion of ‘distance’ to a destination. For
the purposes of this study, the choice of delegation forwarding is not essential. However the
combination of low cost and the use of a generic metric to convey distance make delegation
schemes appealing for basing our study. We augment the delegation algorithms with a
replication-count number, which we refer to as delegation number. This number is then
used to assign priorities to messages.
In this chapter we study a variety of schemes using real encounter traces. The most
significant result presented in this chapter is the scheme which assigns high priorities to
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messages with low delegation number performs the best in terms of success rate, delay and
cost. We interpret this result in light of the path explosion phenomenon observed before
and reported in Chapter 4.
7.2 Assigning Priorities to Messages
In this section we first describe the setting we are working with. We then discuss the
schemes which we study as well as the potential implications of using these schemes. We
then describe the a prioritization scheme which is based on delegation forwarding.
7.2.1 Formulation
Building on the formulation given in Chapter 4 we assume a set of mobile nodes Ni ∈ M
with |M| = N . Nodes generate messages over time; each message has a particular source
and destination. We defineMi as the set of messages held by a given node Ni. When nodes
come into contact; have encounters, they are capable of exchanging messages. Messages are
transmitted in whole from node to node during node contact intervals, after which both
nodes hold message replicas. Nodes hold on to the message replicas until their respective
buffers are full, at which time the nodes have to decide which message to drop. Nodes do
not possess any a priori knowledge of the number of nodes in the system or knowledge of
any properties of the other nodes. We are working in a setting where all nodes are mobile;
we do not consider settings where some nodes may be stationary and are gateway nodes to
the Internet.
We consider the following metrics, defined in Chapter 4: (1) cost, which is the number
of replicas per generated message in the network; (2) success rate, which is the fraction of
generated messages for which at least one replica is eventually delivered; and (3) average
delay, which is the average duration between a message’s generation and the first arrival
of one of its replicas at the destination. By “high performance” we mean high success rate
and low average delay.
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When a node Ni encounters another node Nj, the basic question that a forwarding
algorithm addresses is which subset of messages mi in the set Mi should node Ni forward
to node Nj to maximize performance and minimize cost. Many of the proposed solutions
differ in the type of network information used, as well as how they use it to answer the
above question (refer to Chapter 6 for a detailed discussion on this point). However some of
these schemes are designed and evaluated under the assumptions of infinite buffer capacity
and infinite bandwidth [ECCD08, SPR08, LFC05, JFP04]. With no resource constraints
there is no need for prioritization of messages.
However under the presence of finite contact durations and finite buffers, the questions
of prioritizing the transmission and dropping of messages becomes equally important. The
question then becomes which messages in the subset mi should node Ni transmit first and
which messages in the subset should node Nj drop first to minimize cost and maximize
performance?
We start with the observation that it is important to study message dropping schemes
independently of message transmission schemes. This will let us identify a consistent prior-
itization scheme if it exists. From a node’s perspective, message prioritization schemes can
either be independent of the forwarding algorithm or use the information provided by the
forwarding algorithm to decide on the priorities.
Examples of the former include FIFO, LIFO and Random. These schemes do not use
any extra information of the network - a node merely inspects its buffer and drop/transmits
a message in FIFO/LIFO manner. Else the node will pick a random message to drop or
transmit. We consider these schemes in our study. More details are provided in the next
section.
When message prioritization schemes incorporate network information, one can think
of two diametrically opposite schemes. On one hand we have the following scheme: upon
an encounter, assign high priority to messages that are closest to their destination, and low
priority to messages that are further away from their respective destination. The rationale
for such a scheme is fairly intuitive — the network expends some energy in replicating and
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forwarding a message close to its destination. Given a choice between spending energy on
a message that will get closer still to its destination, or a message which is not certain to
reach its destination, choose the former. Example schemes include PREP [RHB+07] and
DLE [DFL01].
The main problem with such schemes is that some messages might suffer from ‘under-
replication’; a node might only replicate and forward messages which are close to a des-
tination, never giving a chance to relatively new messages to propagate in the network
(Although PREP [RHB+07] does use a hop-count value to ensure under-replication does
not occur).
On the other hand a node can adopt the following scheme: assign high priority to
messages which are farthest from their destination and low priority to messages which are
closest to their respective destinations. This scheme is less-intuitive — given that we rely
on multi-hop forwarding, favoring a message that is far from its intended destination over
a message close to its destination would entail spending more resources which are scarce
in the first place. Besides, dropping a message which is close to its destination, with the
hope that another replica of the message makes it to the destination may increase delays
for that message. However a potential benefit of such a scheme is that it may address the
‘under-replication’ problem. As a message makes its way thru the network to get closer to
its destination, multiple replicas of the message might propagate, increasing the probability
of successful delivery.
We explore these tradeoffs using empirical measurements in the next section. However
before we do so, we need to address the question of which metrics should we use that give
a good indication of distance to the destination.
We use the delegation forwarding scheme described in Chapter6 which have been to
shown to be efficient in terms of cost and deliver high performance.
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Algorithm 2 Augmented Delegation Forwarding
Let N1, . . . ,NN be nodes
Let M1, . . . ,MM be messages
Node Ni has quality xim and threshold τim for Mm.
INITIALIZE ∀i,m : τim ← xim; dm ← 1;
On contact between Ni and node Nj:
for m in 1, . . . ,M do
if Mm is currently held by Ni then
if τim < xjm then
τim ← xjm
if Nj does not have Mm then
increment dm
forward Mm from Ni to Nj
end if
end if
end if
end for
7.3 Delegation Number based Priorities
Recall that delegation forwarding forwards a message only if the encountered node has
quality higher than all seen so far by the message. We now augment the delegation scheme
by including a simple replication-count. We refer to this number as delegation number ( dm)
of the message. The delegation number is incremented in the message, it is then replicated
and forwarded.
A formal statement of the augmented delegation forwarding is given in Algorithm 2.
Consider a node holding a message with a high delegation number. This would mean :
(i) this node is one of the best candidate nodes to forward the message to its intended
destination, and hence is close to the destination, else it would not be holding the message;
(ii) even if the node itself is not a good candidate to carry the message to the destination,
a high number signifies that the message has been passed to candidates that are good
candidate nodes to carry the message. Likewise consider a message with a low delegation
number: the message has not been replicated enough because the message is relatively
young.
An example is given in Fig. 7.1. In this example, consider node A which has two messages
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Figure 7.1: Delegation Tree for node A
in its buffer (M1, M2), both with d1, d2 = 1. Node A encounters node B which is turns out
to be a better candidate for message M1. d1 is increased, the message is then replicated
and forwarded to node B. Node A has another encounter say, with node C and forwardsM1
again. d1 is therefore 3, while d2, which has not been forwarded, remains 1. Clearly, the
high delegation number for M1 in node A tells us that M1 has been forwarded to nodes
which are good or better candidates to carry the message. Likewise the high delegation
number for M1 in node C tells us that node C belongs to the set of good candidate nodes
to carry the message. The low delegation number on M2 signifies that it has not been
replicated enough, because it is relatively new in the network.
We formulate the two prioritization schemes and study them empirically using real
encounter traces. The details are given in the next section.
7.4 Evaluation
In this section we evaluate various message drop and transmission schemes using real en-
counter traces described in Chapter 3.
7.4.1 Experiments
We again rely on the Infocom and Conext conference traces described in detail in Chapter 3
to evaluate various schemes.
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Figure 7.2: Message Dropping Schemes Info 06 9-12 (a,b,c) Destination Frequency (d,e,f)
Frequency; (a,d) Success Rate, (b,e) Cost and (c,f) Delay
As mentioned earlier, we study message dropping and message transmission schemes in-
dependently of each other. In order to capture a diverse set of conditions, we choose a state-
less algorithm epidemic [VB00], a destination agnostic algorithm (“frequency” Chapter 4)
and a destination based algorithm (“destination frequency” Chapter 4) as the underlying
forwarding algorithms. While epidemic algorithm relies on always forwarding messages on
every contact, frequency relies on using contact rates of nodes to make forwarding decisions.
Destination frequency uses contact rate with the destination to make decisions. Therefore,
the frequency algorithm will operate as follows. A node upon an encounter with another
node, forwards messages only if the the encountered node has a higher contact rate than
itself. Destination frequency operates similarly but the information used is contact rate
with the destination instead.
The latter two have been shown to give good performance while reducing cost in the
network. Delegation schemes can be applied to any generic metric which gives the likelihood
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Figure 7.3: Message Transmission Schemes Info 06 9-12 (a,b) Destination Frequency (c,d)
Frequency; (a,c) Success Rate vs Cost, (b,d) Success Rate vs Delay
of successful delivery of a message to its intended destination. We therefore also consider
delegation versions of frequency and destination frequency for comparison. The delegation
version of frequency would then be: a node, upon an encounter, forwards messages if the
encountered node has contact rate higher than the rate of all nodes seen so far. A similar
scheme can be designed with destination frequency. Refer to Chapter 6 for more details.
We implemented a variety of forwarding algorithms in a trace-driven simulator described
in Chapter 5. The metrics are success rate, average delay, and cost (as defined in Chapter 5).
Each simulation run was therefore 3 hours long; to avoid end-effects, no messages were
generated in the last hour of each trace.
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7.4.2 Message Dropping Policies
We limit and vary the size of buffers per node and choose to study the following set of
policies which span a spectrum of possible design choices. Ties are broken randomly. We
make the assumption that all messages are inserted in arrival order in a buffer. Given this,
we have:
FIFO: Upon a buffer overflow condition, node Ni drops the oldest message in the buffer.
LIFO: Upon a buffer overflow condition, drop the newest message in the buffer.
Random: Upon a buffer overflow condition, drop a random message from the buffer.
This scheme is between the FIFO and LIFO schemes mentioned above.
As mentioned in Section 7.2, these schemes are independent of the forwarding algorithm.
We consider these policies in conjunction with our algorithms defined earlier(Frequency,
Destination Frequency and their delegation versions). In addition, we also focus on the two
schemes we developed which exploit the information provided to them by the forwarding
algorithm.
High (H): Upon a buffer overflow, drop the message which has the highest delegation
number di = max∀j(dj). This is analogous to dropping the message which is closest to the
destination as well the message which has been forwarded many times.
Low (L) Upon a buffer overflow, drop the message which has the smallest delegation
number di = min∀j(dj). This is analogous to dropping the message which is relatively young
in the network or the message which is farthest from the destination.
We vary the buffer size (100, 200, 300,400, 500 and 1000) messages on every node. We
study drop policies independently of bandwidth constraints, hence we assume unbounded
contact duration in these experiments.
The results are shown in Fig. 7.2. The plots show success rate, cost and delay versus
increasing buffer size. The top plot shows results for destination frequency and the bottom
set of plots correspond to frequency. Figs.7.2 (a,d) show success rate versus buffer size. We
first note that the all schemes perform similarly at high buffer sizes. Presumably, epidemic
forwarding which does not do well under the presence of small buffers ( as has been reported
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before [RHB+07]), will perform the best with higher buffer sizes. All delegation schemes
have a higher success rate than the non-delegation versions. This is because delegation
schemes have been shown to reduce overall cost (Chapter 6) in the network, so they utilize
the scarce resources more efficiently. Figs. 7.2 (b,e) show cost versus increasing buffer sizes.
Clearly the cost will increase as buffer sizes increase, but for all algorithms (excluding once
again, epidemic), large buffers do not help in increasing the success rate. All the delega-
tion schemes achieve a very low cost; similar results have been reported before Chapter 6.
Figs. 7.2 (c,f) show average delays as a function of message buffer sizes. The average delays
decrease for epidemic as buffer sizes increase. However for the other schemes, the increase
in buffer sizes do not have a large effect on delay. Across different schemes, however we note
that while LIFO does the best, delegation schemes have higher delays - though they are
not prohibitively high. The surprising result is that delegation-H policy(drop the message
with the highest delegation number) gives the best success rate(with low cost) amongst all
policies; for low buffer sizes it is an improvement by a factor of almost 2 over LIFO. The
delegation-H policy is opposite of the policy employed by PREP and DLE in that we drop
the message which is closest to its respective destination.
As discussed before, dropping a message close to its destination might increase delays.
However we see from the results that the delays do increase, but they are not prohibitive.
Overall it would appear that delegation schemes (H,RND) perform well under small buffer
sizes, and the policy of dropping the message which is closest to its intended destination
offers the best trade-off between performance and cost.
7.4.3 Message Transmission Policies
In order to impose constraints on message transmission, we limit the number of messages
which a node can transmit during an encounter to at-most 1. We study transmission policies
independent of buffer constraints, therefore we assume infinite buffers on nodes.
The schemes we study are the same as the ones dropping schemes studied above. We
briefly describe the schemes:
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FIFO: Upon a node encounter, node Ni forwards the oldest message in the buffer. Once
the message has been forwarded it is reinserted to the back of the buffer.
LIFO: Upon a node encounter, forward the youngest message in the buffer. We reinsert
the message to the beginning of the buffer after it has been forwarded.
Random: Forward a random packet from the buffer. This scheme is between the FIFO
and LIFO schemes mentioned above.
We consider these policies in conjunction with our algorithms (Frequency, Destination
Frequency and their delegation versions). In addition we consider two additional schemes
which make use of the delegation number:
High (H): Upon a node encounter, forward the message which has the highest delega-
tion number di = max∀j(dj). This is analogous to forwarding the message which is closest
to the destination as well the message which has been forwarded many times.
Low (L) Upon a node encounter, forward the message which has the smallest delegation
number di = min∀j(dj). This is analogous to forwarding the message which is relatively
young in the network.
The results are presented in Fig. 7.3. The results for destination frequency are presented
on top, and the results for frequency are presented below. Fig. 7.3 (a,c) display success rate
versus cost. All delegation based schemes perform similarly. Epidemic does not perform
well. We can therefore conclude that the epidemic algorithm does not perform well under
resource constraints, as also observed before[RHB+07]. It would appear that dropping
policies have more impact than transmission policies.
7.5 Relation to Path Explosion
Taken as a whole, it would appear that the delegation schemes perform much better under
resource constraints. This is primarily because they reduce overall cost in the network,
thereby reducing contention.
In addition, the augmented delegation schemes which use the delegation number to
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prioritize message dropping/transmission perform better as they use the extra information
available to them. In particular it would appear that the joint policy of dropping the
message with the highest delegation number performs better than all schemes.
We interpret this result in light of the path explosion phenomenon first discussed in
Chapter4. The basic observation is that there is an exponential increase in the number of
temporal paths between nodes in such networks. This means that for a given node pair,
finding the optimal delay path is hard, but finding one of the many sub-optimal paths is a
relatively easier task. This has implications on the performance of forwarding algorithms.
However the question is how does one initiate a path explosion? While a comprehensive
study of the necessary and sufficient conditions for the explosion to take place is beyond
the scope of this work (some factors have been identified in Chapter 4), we posit that
prioritization of messages play an important role for such a phenomenon to take hold.
By assigning higher priority to messages with a low delegation number, we are in essence
ensuring that such messages do not get dropped, and have a chance to be replicated and
propagate in the network. Therefore by prioritizing transmission of messages with a low del-
egation number, this increases the likelihood that explosion takes place for those messages.
The use of delegation schemes further ensure that the message is replicated and forwarded
to the best nodes at the minimum cost.
Likewise, when a message with a high delegation number is dropped, more likely than
not path explosion for that message has occurred; there are other replicas of the message
which can potentially be delivered to the intended destination. In addition, dropping a
message which is ostensibly close to its destination does not increase the delay by a large
factor, as due to the path explosion phenomenon, many near-optimal (in terms of delay)
paths to the destination exist.
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7.6 Summary
Efficient forwarding in mobile opportunistic networks is a challenging problem. While work
has been done in the design of forwarding algorithms, little work has been done on studying
forwarding under the presence of short contact durations and finite buffers. Under such
circumstances, the problem of prioritizing messages for transmission or dropping becomes
important.
In this chapter, we provide an empirical study of different schemes. In order to facilitate
our study, we design a scheme based on earlier results of delegation forwarding. The main
idea is to add a replication-count to delegation schemes. We design a message prioritization
scheme based on this number.
We evaluate different schemes using real encounter traces. For ease of analysis we study
forwarding and dropping policies separately. This allows us to isolate the effects of the
two policies. Since our results show that forwarding policies have much less effect than
dropping policies, we are able to conclude that careful selection of dropping policy is of
primary importance. More specifically, we find that the scheme which assigns high priority
to messages with low delegation number and lower priority for high delegation number
performs best in terms of balancing success rate, delay and cost. We interpret this result
in light of previous results related to the path explosion phenomenon: i.e. favoring young
messages facilitates path explosion to occur for those messages, leading to the results we
observe.
Chapter 8
Conclusions
The last decade has seen a shift from a “tethered” computing environment to completely
untethered environment. The emergence of cheap yet powerful smart-phones and personal
computing devices as well as advancements in communication technology have enabled this
shift. Within this space of mobile computing, our focus is on mobile opportunistic networks,
where all available communication opportunities including Internet, cell-phone technologies
(GSM/CDMA) as well as physical mobility of nodes are exploited for passing messages.
The key problem facing MONs is that of routing of messages between mobile nodes.
Nodes in MONs are highly mobile, have relatively short battery lives and have limited
bandwidth. All these factors contribute in making the problem difficult. The main contri-
bution of this thesis is the systematic attempt to design and study forwarding algorithms
for MONs. We now summarize the main contributions of the dissertation.
8.1 Summary of Contributions
The starting point of the research documented in this thesis is the realization that in order
to study forwarding, one should start by studying forwarding paths. By first understanding
the nature of the paths, one can devise and study effective forwarding algorithms. Motivated
by this realization, we proceeded to study forwarding paths using real measurements and
all the results presented in this follow the realization. In particular, the dissertation makes
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the following contributions:
• Analysis of Forwarding Paths: Using real measurements comprising contacts between
individuals moving around in a conference environment, we enumerate forwarding
paths between nodes in a MON. We observe that, on average, there exist many paths
between a pair of nodes and soon after the first path arrives at the destination, the
number of subsequent paths increase dramatically. We refer to this as the path ex-
plosion phenomenon. We use an analytical model to understand the reasons how and
why path explosion occurs. While the analytical model is helpful in understanding
different facets of path explosion, it falls short of explaining some outlier cases we
observe in our data sets. In order to build a more comprehensive understanding of
path explosion, we incorporate heterogeneity of contact rates in our study.
• Study of Forwarding Algorithms: The study of forwarding paths yielded results that
inform the central question of this thesis: the study and design of forwarding algo-
rithms. Towards answering this central question, we rely on trace-driven simulations
to study the performance of algorithms that span different design choices. We find
that most of the forwarding algorithms we study have very similar performance and
we relate this result to the path-explosion effect. The algorithms we study tend to
perform similarly because they typically find one of the many nearly-optimal paths
that exist between node pairs.
• Reducing Costs: We found that, while the algorithms we study perform similarly in
terms of success rate and average delay, they differ in terms of cost. This leads us
to design algorithms with the explicit intent of reducing cost. Towards this end, we
draw on the the theory of optimal stopping to inspire delegation forwarding. We first
show analytically that delegation forwarding reduces cost by a factor of O(
√
N), N
being the number of nodes, over naive schemes. We study and compare delegation
forwarding with other algorithms using real traces and show that the reduction in cost
can be even higher. These results are presented in Chapter 6.
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• Studying Forwarding under Resource Constraints: Our research thus far assumes
infinite size buffers and inifinite bandwidth. While these assumptions helped us in
understanding the nature of forwarding and designing efficient forwarding algorithms,
it is important to study forwarding without these assumptions, to make the leap to-
wards more practical protocols. We attempt such a study in Chapter 7. We begin this
study with the realization that under buffer and bandwidth constraints, the problem
of forwarding shifts slightly to the problem of prioritizing of messages. We study
different schemes of assiging priorities to messages, with the help of traces. Our main
result is that the scheme which assigns high priority to messages which are young
yields best results. We interpret this result in light of the path explosion effect.
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